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Disclaimer

1. The Report [Business Model Evaluation for Cycling in Australia, distributed on 3rd September, 2019] has been prepared for the Client 

[Australian Sports Commission] and may not be disclosed to any other party or used by any other party or relied upon by any other party 

without the prior written consent of EY.

2. EY disclaims all liability in relation to any other party who seeks to rely upon the Report or any of its contents.

3. EY has acted in accordance with the instructions of the Client in conducting its work and preparing the Report, and, in doing so, has 

prepared the Report for the benefit of the Client, and has considered only the interests of the Client. EY has not been engaged to act, and 

has not acted, as advisor to any other party. Accordingly, EY makes no representations as to the appropriateness, accuracy or 

completeness of the Report for any other party's purposes. 

4. No reliance may be placed upon the Report or any of its contents by any party other than the Client. Any party receiving a copy of the 

Report must make and rely on their own enquiries in relation to the issues to which the Report relates, the contents of the Report and all 

matters arising from or relating to or in any way connected with the Report or its contents.

5. No duty of care is owed by EY to any recipient of the Report in respect of any use that the recipient may make of the Report.
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1. Executive Summary
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Executive summary (1/6)

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

The sport of cycling in Australia is fragmented in its structure, strategy and delivery across the disciplines of road, track, BMX and MTB. At the request of the three National Sporting
Organisations (NSOs), EY has conducted an independent assessment to identify opportunities to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the current business model of the sport of
cycling. The review was undertaken in close consultation with a project steering committee made up of the national CEO of each cycling body plus two members of Sport Australia.

Sport Australia commissioned the review, with all national cycling bodies engaged in setting up and scoping the review and as key clients of it. The objective of the review is to identify an
improved and sustainable governance and organisational structure for the sport in Australia.. There are two key issues in scope:

1. The business model within each discipline

2. The business model across all three disciplines (i.e. ‘One Cycling’)

Sport Australia recognise that governance structures significantly affect the performance of sporting organisations. The National and State cycling entities in Australia are mainly small

organisations with few assets, restricted revenue opportunities and limited capacity and therefore are not always well positioned to deliver strategic outcomes. The problem is complex and
there is no easy answer.

Background

1. Diagnose
Current state 
assessment 

2. Design
Future state 

design

3. Recommend
Recommendations and 

roadmap

► In the first phase, the review team consulted the primary stakeholders of each NSO and reviewed strategic documents to identify key themes. A large number 
of stakeholders were consulted and their input is greatly appreciated

► We developed a holistic and considered current state assessment of eight key aspects of the three cycling entities’ business models.

► In the second phase, the insights obtained during the ‘Diagnose’ phase, together with financial data and documents supplied by each entity, were used to 
inform the development of a future state business model to improve aspects of cycling’s whole-of-sport business model.

► The final stage involved planning the transition approach, and included the development of an implementation road map to assist CA, BMXA and MTBA in 
planning for the transition towards an improved future state business model. 

Approach

EY applied a three phase approach:
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Executive summary (2/6)

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

Phase 1: Diagnose - Key Themes

D Members

13 Population growth and urban density makes roads busier, hence concerns 

over cycling safety on roads has the potential to impact participation

14 There is an opportunity to collaborate and partner with the tourism industry 

to diversify and/or enhance the member value proposition 

15 The fragmented structure and governance of cycling results in inconsistent 

member value propositions and a failure to effectively meet the needs of 
particular member segments, including women riders 

16
There is an opportunity to integrate talent pathway programs across the NSOs

E Funding

17 There are structural, organisational and capability impediments to capturing 

all available funding across NSOs, states and clubs 

18 The NSOs can better market themselves to capture commercial opportunities 

F Resources

21 None of the NSOs and few state bodies have an Infrastructure Strategy

G Processes & Systems

22 Administrative inefficiencies through the duplication of systems (e.g. 

accounting, finance and IT systems) (CA)

23 There is an opportunity to better engage members through digital channels

24
Knowledge and IP sharing can be inhibited by a lack of integrated knowledge 

and communication platforms between states and across the NSOs (CA/BMXA)

19 Sport Australia currently fund/invest in CA and BMXA but not MTBA

Key:
Applicable 

to all 
disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines

The net asset position of each discipline (National Sporting Organisations 
and State Sporting Organisations combined) and of each NSO on its own 
varies greatly

20

B Structure

4 BMXA and MTBA experience a lack of influence, control and engagement with 

CA with regard to the selection of athletes that attend international events 

5 The voting system for CA & BMXA is not representative of the number of 

members within each cycling club (CA/BMXA)

A
Governance

1 There is agreement among NSOs that the current business model is sub-

optimal, however opinions vary on the ideal future state and how to get there 

2

3 There is an emphasis on high performance and club based racing that can be 
at the expense of recreational riding

It is perceived by some state bodies that their NSO (i.e. either BMXA or CA) 
does not consult or communicate often enough to understand and 
accommodate their unique state needs (CA/BMXA)

C
Services

7 There is no consistently executed national strategy for cycling in Australia, 

which is limiting the value delivered to members and potential members 
(such as recreational riders, which remains a large but mostly untapped 
segment) 

8
A majority (60%) of members would be willing to pay a modest increase of 

$10 in annual membership fees under One Cycling if they received additional 
benefits, however this willingness steadily decreases as the annual fee 
increases

9
Fragmented membership and licence model does not adequately serve 

member needs   

10 There is inconsistent branding for similar programs with the same target 

markets at a national and state level and across different states (CA & BMXA) 

11 There is a lack of school engagement across all NSOs

12 Events are mostly well run, however there can be an inconsistency with the 

application of rules across states (BMXA & CA)

The differing size, structure and operating model of each NSO results in 
differential costs being borne by each NSO

6
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H Capability & Culture 

25 Knowledge and IP sharing can be or is inhibited by a low trust environment 

(e.g. between NSO and state, between NSOs, between states)

26 Each discipline has a unique culture and preservation of each sporting 

identity is considered critical

27 State & club (MTBA only) management can be improved (e.g. administrative, 

coaching)

28 There is a lack of agreement among some states that the current business 

model is sub-optimal, resulting in some resistance to change (CA and BMXA)

Executive summary (3/6)

Phase 1: Diagnose - Key Themes (continued) Key:
Applicable 

to all 
disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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Executive summary (4/6)

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

Phase 2: Future State Design 

EY co-developed a set of guiding principles to evaluate eleven aspects of the optimal future state business model for all of cycling. Informed by the current state findings and working 
closely with the Project Steering Committee (PSC), a series of options were identified for evaluation. Each option was evaluated by assessing its relative strengths and weaknesses, 
alignment to the design principles (in the case of structural options), alignment to Sport Australia Governance Principles (SAGP), legal advice, constraints and risks, EY leading practice 
and lessons learned from other sporting organisations. The eleven key aspects of the business model identified for evaluation were as follows:

.

Options considered:

► Representative [even quota]

► Representative [proportional]

► Independent

3. Board composition

4. Term of board 

A Structure B Governance C Value Proposition

8. Member services

Options considered:

► Enhance existing member services

► Enhance and expand member 
services

6. Authorising 
environment 

Options considered:

► Executive management decision 
making only

► Executive management decision 
making with commissions for key 
decisions affecting specific 
disciplines

D

Option considered:

► 1 brand with sub brands and a 
multi-channel strategy 

10. Branding & Channels 

Options considered:

► One member, one vote

► One club, one vote

► Proportional club vote

5. Member voting 

Options considered:

► No change (status quo)

► Three independent NSOs remain 
but move to a unitary structure

► One management model that 
governs three independent NSOs

► Single NewCo established

1. Organisation Structure

9. Membership type/fee

Option considered:

► Club and non-club membership 
offers are customised and priced 
to reflect key member segment 
needs

11. Funding sources 

Option considered

► Grow existing revenue 
(membership; government 
funding and grants) and attract 
new funding sources (e.g. 
sponsorship, partnerships, new 
service offerings)

Funding & Go To Market

2. Function Structure

Options considered:

► Matrix, where some employees 
have dual reporting relationships, 
in most cases based on function 
and region 

► Functional , where employees have 
a single reporting line to a 
specialised function (e.g. member 
services), without a regional 
overlay. This  could be centralised 
or decentralised

Option considered:

► As per Sport Australia 
Governance Principle 1.8

7. Target members

Option considered:

► Target both race and recreational 
riders

Key: Options evaluated Option agreed and evaluated
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Phase 3: Recommend

Independent board elected by 
voting members that is 

reflective of the organisation’s 
key members; with a blend of 
skills, expertise and diversity

3. Board composition

4. Term of board 

A Structure B Governance C Value Proposition

8. Member services

Enhanced and expanded 

member services to realise the 
full potential of NewCo

6. Authorising 
environment 

Cycling discipline commissions 
are established and a clear 

decision making framework to 
guide executive decision 

making

D

One brand with sub brands and 
a multi-channel strategy 

10. Branding & Channels 

Each club granted a number of 
votes proportional to their 

membership size

5. Member voting 

The establishment of a single 
‘NewCo’ with a unitary 

structure owned by the clubs

1. Organisation 
Structure

Executive Summary (5/6)

It is recommended that CA, BMXA and MTBA come together to form a new company (“NewCo”) as this option has been found to deliver the greatest cost savings, 
revenue upside potential and capacity to provide enhancements to member services.  Below is a summary of the recommended future state structure, governance, value 
proposition and funding focus for the One Cycling ambition. 

9. Membership type/fee

Club and non-club membership 
offers that are customised to 
reflect key member segment 

needs and price points; priced 
consistently across the nation

11. Funding sources 

Grow existing revenue and
strategically target specific 

new funding sources by 
establishing a dedicated 

‘Commercial team’ 

Funding & Go To Market

2. Function Structure

A matrix structure where some 
employees have dual reporting 

relationships, in most cases 
based on function and region to 

ensure both technical 
excellence and a local service 

delivery focus

A staggered rotation system 
for board members with a 

maximum term

7. Target members

Target the estimated ~4M 

Australian bicycle riders using 
a segmented, focussed 

approach

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation. Key: Option recommended
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Phase 3: Recommend (continued)

Executive Summary (6/6)

There is no doubt this will be challenging and present a challenging period of transition particularly for employees and incumbent board members. Care will need to be 
taken to not lose valuable IP. Care will also need to be taken to ensure the cultural differences of the sports are allowed to prosper, geographical nuances are 
respected, and member views heard ongoing. 

To support the successful transition to the NewCo model, a set of asset, people and board transition considerations, engagement principles, stakeholder value 
propositions, and timeline considerations were proposed. Based on EY’s experience of undertaking numerous business transformations and mergers, and based on the 
advice and experience shared by Lander & Rogers, a clear transition approach that addresses the above considerations will be critical to realising the future state 
business model changes.

Key next steps were defined, including:

1. Establish a NewCo Implementation Steering Committee 
2. Identify a One Cycling reference group to test any decisions with a wider set of stakeholders in relation to the preferred One Cycling business model
3. Define a set of “go, no-go” criteria that defines thresholds for proceeding with the proposed NewCo model

4. Develop a communications plan and stakeholder engagement schedule 
5. Develop key communications materials (e.g. presentations, FAQs) and key messages 
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2. Background and Methodology
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► Australia has a competitive sporting marketplace with 33 Olympic sports, over 10 professional leagues and in total 102 recognised national sports. As participant and sponsor expectations 
rise, sports must ensure a more consistent and professional offering is provided by all clubs and states - or face the possibility of declining participation and relevance as players and 
funders go elsewhere1 

► The current cycling NSOs are only capturing a small proportion of the addressable market. At the time of writing, the three NSOs combined membership is estimated to be 57,000, however 
estimates of the total population of people who cycle regularly in Australia are as high as 4 million2. For comparison, swimming is Australia’s leading sport with over 6 million Australians 
swimming regularly, closely followed by running3

► A typical governance structure for sports in Australia involves a network of national, state, local and sometimes regional bodies with many differences in how they operate – known as the 
Federated Model. BMXA and CA are both currently operating under a federated model (MTBA on the other hand is a unitary structure)

► There is an opportunity to develop a stronger, more streamlined national governance framework. For over a decade, the three sports (and NSOs where relevant) have made various 
attempts to integrate and collaborate, however so far have been unsuccessful (see Figure 1 below)

► Exploration of options for a ‘One Cycling’ approach and model presents an opportunity to attract more members, enhance the experience of existing members, and diversify their sources of 
revenue to secure the health, strategic adaptability and sustainability of all NSOs in Australia 

► Sport Australia is committed to reducing the number of national sporting organisations that are more than 60% reliant on Australian Government funding and increasing the number of 
private sector partnerships in NSOs by 50% by 2025 and another 50% by 2030. 

Background

Background
The three National Sporting Organisations (NSOs) for cycling in Australia have an opportunity to restructure and realise the full potential of all bicycle disciplines. Sport 
Australia commissioned EY to undertake an independent assessment of the three cycling NSOs, identify and evaluate options for an optimal business model, and 
recommend a new future state model

Affiliation 
agreement 
executed between 
CA & BMXA.

2004

Integrated business 
model proposed

During this period: A 
number of governance and 

financial issues drove the 

three NSOs apart 

2006 2007- 2008

BMXA co-locate 
staff with CA  in 
Sydney

Considered cross-
pollination of 
racing licences 

2010

MTBA 
administrator 

located in CA 

office

2011

CA, BMXA and 
MTBA committed to 

unified governance 

model

2012-2018

CA, BMXA and MTBA become 
Companies Limited by 
Guarantee

2018

Sport Business 
Partners 
commissioned 
to conduct 
review of one 
cycling

NSOs agreed to explore a 
best practise structure and 
governance framework

Figure 1

1. Intergenerational Review of Australian Sport, BCG, 2015
2. National cycling participation survey, 2015

3. http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/7498-sports-participation-australia-december-2017-201802150615

http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/7498-sports-participation-australia-december-2017-201802150615
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► EY was commissioned by Sport Australia, at the request of and together with CA, BMXA and MTBA, to evaluate the optimal business model across the three disciplines of cycling, 
mountain bike (MTB) and bicycle motocross (BMX) to enable the all three sports to reach their full potential. The work was broken down into three milestones:

• Milestone 1: Identify opportunities to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the current business model 

• Milestone 2: Design the future state business model that addresses the issues and seizes the opportunities identified

► A third milestone had also been identified but is out of scope for this current phase of work: Plan implementation of the future state business model, including next steps, milestones, 
and stakeholder management

► In order to establish effective project governance and ensure the work undertaken was balanced and took into account the perspectives of all three NSOs (CA, BMXA and MTBA); as well 
as the client funding the project (Sport Australia), a Project Steering Committee (PSC) was established the week prior to the project commencing, comprising of:

1. James Ceely, Director, Sports Governance Advisory, Sport Australia

2. Dana Assenheim, Senior Sports Consultant, Sports Governance Advisory, Sport Australia

3. Martin Shaw, CEO, BMXA

4. Shane Coppin, CEO, MTBA

5. Steve Drake, CEO, CA

► An initial in-person meeting was conducted the week prior to the project formally commencing in order to agree project scope, objectives, approach, design principles and identify key 
stakeholders to consult and data to analyse

► Fortnightly project status update meetings were conducted throughout the duration of the project to keep the PSC informed of progress, share and discuss early stage findings, test and 
elicit feedback and input in relation to business model opportunities, coordinate a member survey

► Towards the end of the project, an in-person workshop was undertaken with the PSC to seek input into the evaluation of different structural and governance options for the future 
business model, and surface any divergent views both within the PSC and more broadly throughout the three disciplines

► A facilitated presentation of the member survey results was conducted with the PSC

► Finally, a facilitated presentation of the final report and recommendations

► Throughout the project, regular two way dialogue was maintained with all PSC members to ensure early stage thinking was tested and the risks, concerns and inputs from each discipline 
were incorporated into EY’s work. 

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

Project Mobilisation and Governance
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Methodology and approach
EY has applied a tailored approach to reviewing CA, BMXA and MTBA’s current structure and governance models and to identify, evaluate and recommend a future 
state structure and governance model. 

Recommend
Recommendations and Roadmap

(October - November 2018)

► EY identified and consulted with primary stakeholders. The 
consultation schedule included 22 interviews either face-to-face or 
phone with each state president and CEO or alternative 
representative) for CA & BMXA, key staff members for MTBA, a 
representative from UCI and 3 focus group with the Board 
members of each NSO

► All interviewees were able to provide additional information to EY 
by email or phone

Diagnose 
Current State Analysis

(August – September 2018)

►

Design 
Future State Design

(September – October 2018) 

Implement: Get Underway and Mobilise

MILESTONE 1 MILESTONE 2 & 3

2 Stakeholder consultations

► The first phase of this project allowed EY and the three NSOs to 
discuss key information relating to their core functions. 

► Key themes relating to governance, structure, services, 
membership, funding, resources, processes & systems and 
capability & culture for each NSO were informed by three 
approaches to the review:

► This analysis allowed EY to establish a baseline current business 
model and identify the gaps and opportunities for improvement 
across eight key themes.

1 Document review

Examples of existing documents reviewed from each NSO included:

► Annual reports

► Strategic plans; 2015, 2016, 2017

► FY17 P&L/ balance sheets (FY17 were used for comparison at 
same point in time – not all FY18 financial data was available)

► Governance structure 

3 Member survey

► EY distributed a member research survey to understand the 
attitudes of members within each NSO with regards to satisfaction 
with events and services, their perception of national management 
structures as well as to understand their demographic and riding 
profiles

See Appendix E for the ‘Diagnose’ phase in more detail

► In the second phase, the insights obtained 
during the ‘Diagnose’ phase, together with 
financial data and documents supplied by each 
entity, were used to inform the development 
of a series of future state business model 
components and options

► A set of six design principles were co-
developed with the Project Steering 
Committee to assist with the evaluation of 
business model options

► Research was undertaken to identify 
benchmarks, leading practice and lessons 
learned from other sporting organisations 
(including British Cycling, Golf Australia, 
Sailing Australia and the UCI)

► Seven key aspects of the future state business 
model were developed to improve aspects of 
cycling’s whole-of-sport business model.

► Several one-on-one consultation sessions and 
a workshop was conducted with all NSO CEOs 
to input into the design.

1 Design Principles

2 EY benchmarks, leading practice

3 Future state business model design

► The final stage involved planning the transition 
approach, and included the development of an 
implementation road map to assist CA, BMXA 
and MTBA in planning for the transition towards 
an improved future state business model

► Final business model components were 
recommended

► Final recommendations were developed to 
address current state findings/themes

► A workshop with the NSO CEOs and Sport 
Australia was undertaken to better understand 
the likely position of the different states, clubs 
and members in relation to the business model 
options under consideration

► A transition plan and implementation road map 
was developed to assist the three NSOs in 
planning for the transition towards the future 
state business model.

1 Recommendations to current state findings

2 Transition planning
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Stakeholder consultation and document review 
Both qualitative and quantitative data were collected to inform insights for the current state assessment 

29
Current state 

observations 
identified 

► Findings from 

consultations and 

document reviews were 

synthesised into 29 

insight themes

interviews 23 conducted 101 Documents 
reviewed 
and 
analysed 

1
Member survey 

distributed and 
completed

Member and Club President 

survey has been completed and 

a final member survey report 

was issued in early November 

2018. Responses:

• Overall = members (2,317), 

Presidents (75) 

• CA = members (1,283), 

Presidents (20)

• BMXA = members (349), 

Presidents (28)

• MTBA = members (685), 

Presidents (27)

4 c

focus groups 

onducted

► CA Board

► BMXA Board

► MTBA board

► MTBA staff members

4
External case 

studies 
developed

► Australian Sailing 

► Ski & Snowboard Australia

► British Cycling 

► Golf Australia 

► State cycling presidents & CEOs 

(VIC, SA, WA, NSW, QLD, ACT, NT, 

TAS)

► BMXA CEO

► MTBA CEO

► CA CEO

► State BMXA presidents & CEOs 

(VIC, SA, WA, NSW, QLD, ACT, NT, 

TAS)

► UCI Sports Manager

► Australian Sailing CEO

► Golf Australia CFO

► British Cycling CEO

Examples of internal documents 

that were reviewed and analysed 

for each NSO are:

► Annual reports: 2015, 2016, 

2017, 2018

► Governance frameworks

► Organisational structures

► Board Charters

► Audit and Risk Committee 

Charters

► Detail of funding and grants 

► Constitutions 
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3. Current State Assessment 
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Approach to the current state assessment
EY undertook a structured and comprehensive approach to understand Cycling’s current business model 

► Themes emerged throughout the analysis of data, documents and interviews related to the way in which each NSO serves its members and operates to 
deliver its strategy 

► In order to present these themes in a structured and logical manner, a business model view was applied

► Subsequent pages provide an overview of the key observations across elements of the NSO’s operations, including governance, structure, 

services, members, funding, resources, processes & systems and capability & culture.  The table below provides a brief description of each of these 
elements

Ref Business model area Description

Governance Internal governance procedures, practice and applications of any governance frameworks of the NSOs

Structure Suitability of structure to deliver on the NSO’s strategic agenda

Services NSO’s role in delivery of services to state based affiliates, members and clubs

Members Member segments, needs and value proposition(s)

Funding The current funding streams available to the NSOs

Resources Resources needed to support the delivery of services to members and functioning of the NSOs

Processes & Systems Systems and processes needed to enable efficient and effective work practices 

Capability & Culture Identification of critical capabilities, cultures and any capability gaps

D

E

F

G

C

H

B

A

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.
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Overview of CA, BMXA and MTBA
Two of the three NSOs (CA and BMXA) operate under a federated structure today, while the third (MTBA) operates under a unitary structure. Each 
discipline is made up of sub-disciplines.

Sport Australia

Australian Government’s leading sport agency responsible for developing, supporting and investing in sports at all levels

Government 
Agency

NSO

Sub-disciplines

► Governing body for the sport of cycling in Australia

► Recognised and accredited by the International 
Cycling Union (UCI), Sport Australia, the Australian 
Olympic Committee (AOC), Commonwealth Games 
Australia (CGA) and the Australian Paralympic 
Committee (APC)

► Operates under a federated model

► NSO for BMX disciplines within Australia

► Governs the second largest BMX country behind the 
United States

► Like CA, it also operates under a federated model 
where state associations are the voting members of 
the organisation and clubs are the voting members 
of the states and territory bodies 

► Recently accredited NSO for the discipline of 
mountain biking and all its sub-disciplines in 
Australia

► Leads the development and promotion of mountain 
biking in Australia

► Operates under a unitary governance model where 
individual members hold all voting rights of the 
organisation

Cycling Australia (CA) BMX Australia (BMXA) Mountain Bike Australia (MTBA)

1. Road: one-day races and stage races.
2. Track cycling: sprint and endurance 

events in a velodrome  
3. Para-cycling is practised by athletes 

with disabilities. It includes both road 
events and track events 

1. BMX racing: a mix of bumps, berms and 
flat sections on a 350-400m track

2. Freestyle: riders are judged on their 
style, as well as the difficulty and 
originality of the jumps they perform

1. Endurance racing: consists of cross-
country Olympic, cross-country marathon 
and cross-country eliminator

2. Downhill racing: fast individual time trials 
e.g. four-cross

3. Cyclo-cross: takes place on a variety of 
surfaces (including roads, paths, bush 
tracks and fields)

Key 
information
(*as reported 30 

June 2018)

Total revenue for FY18*: $16, 055, 109

Net position FY18*: ($2,237,330)

Total number of full financial members*: 25, 864

Total number of temporary members*: 8, 354

Total number of clubs*: 230

Full financial membership growth last 3 years: 2.9%

Headcount*: 57 (excluding SSO staff) 

Strategic focus: international performance, diversify 
revenue streams, grow membership with a specific 
focus on racing members while expanding 
recreational members, women and youth

Total revenue for FY18*: $1, 950, 536

Net position FY18*: $1,596,830

Total number of full financial members*: 12, 876

Total number of temporary members*: 3,444

Total number of clubs*: 119

Full financial membership growth last 3 years: 0.14%

Headcount*: 6.8 (excluding SSO staff)

Strategic focus: participation through supporting 
clubs, partnerships and performance 

Total revenue for FY18*: $2, 316, 542

Net position FY18*: $519,022

Total number of full financial members*: 15, 360

Total number of temporary members*: 6,625

Total number of clubs*: 180

Full financial membership growth last 3 years: 40%

Headcount*: 12

Strategic focus: to facilitate, promote, develop and 
deliver opportunities for all in MTB
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CEO and Managing Director 
FTE 1.0

Board of Directors 

EA to CEO and 
Chair

FTE 1.0

CA Structure 
as at November 2018

High 
Performance 

Finance Commercial Sport Marketing and 
communications 

Operations
FTE 4.0 

Customer service
FTE 3.5 

Sponsorship
FTE 0.5

Events
FTE 2.0

Participation
FTE 3.0 

Media/ 
communications

FTE 3.0

Performance
support

FTE 17.0

Operational

support
FTE 6.5

Senior leadership 
team

FTE 3.0

Performance
coaching 

FTE 10.5

Total FTE: 55
(excluding SSO staff)

Nomination & 
Remuneration 

Committee

Audit & Risk 
Committee
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CEO 
FTE 1.0

Board of Directors 

BMXA Structure 
as at November 2018

Sports 
Communication

FTE 1.0
Operations Racing 

National Events 
Manager

FTE 1.0

TAP Coach
FTE 0.2 

National Coaching 
Manager 

FTE 1.0

Participation 

Membership 
Coordinator

FTE 1.0

Participation Manager 
FTE 0.8

Administration Officer
FTE 0.8

Total FTE: 6.8
(excluding SSO staff)

Finance and 
Audit 

Committee

National 
Technical 

Committee
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CEO 
FTE 1.0

Board of Directors 

MTBA Structure 
as at September 2018

Media/ 
Communications 

FTE 1.0

Education Officer 
FTE 1.0

Member Services 
Officer
FTE 2.0

Corporate Engagement 

Business Development 
Manager
FTE 1.0 

Finance Manager
FTE 1.0

Delivery 

Sport Manager 
FTE 1.0

Event Coordinator
FTE 2.0

Total FTE: 12

Nomination 
Committee

Audit, Risk & 
Remuneration 

Committee

National Selection 
Committee

Management 
Advisory 

Commissions

COO
FTE 1.0

EA
FTE 01.0
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Key themes and supporting evidence

1 There is agreement among NSOs that the current business model is sub-optimal, however opinions vary on 
the ideal future state and how to get there

• While CA and BMXA and their respective state and territory bodies are committed to governing, promoting and 
developing their disciplines of cycling, each organisation is ultimately focused on making the best decisions for their 
discipline within their state/territory. This can create some inefficiencies for each discipline and an inability to execute a 
consistent national strategy (see Figures 2 &3 below)

• All organisations (NSO and state) are driven by different Boards, which can slow down strategic decision making and act 
as a barrier to reaching a national consensus view. One state president of CA indicated that state and national boards get 

involved in execution which inhibits the delivery of services
• All NSOs agree there are services they would ideally wish to provide to their own organisation and membership base, 

however there are insufficient resources to do so. Firstly, no NSO currently operates in the advocacy space and CA and 
MTBA agree this is a necessary area of engagement for their sports. Secondly, some interviewees suggested there are 
limited career opportunities and advancements for most staff within each NSO. Finally, there is an opportunity to provide 
a consistent set of courses for the development of coaches and officials at a national level for all disciplines and some of 
the skill sets currently overlap. There are currently 21 coaching and commissaire courses offered across each of the 
NSOs, which suggests there is an inefficiency (see Figure 4).

Cycling:

“The weakness of the current model is lack 
of expertise because of the lack of focus”

BMX:

“Board tries to run everything. Resistant to 
new concepts” 

“BMX has monthly President meeting and 
particular states never dial in. This results in 

delivery of coaching and events that are 
inconsistent with national strategy for the 

sport”

Key quotes

Figure 2 - Strategic priorities of CA and its state bodies 

NSO Strategic focus

• Performance
• Participation
• Commercial
• Governance 

Sources: 2017 CA annual report, 2017 Cycling QLD annual report

Figure 3 - Strategic priorities of BMXA and its state bodies 

Sources: BMXA strategic plan 2015-2018, BMXV strategic plan 2016-
2019, BMXWA Strategic plan 2015-2018

• Performance
• Partnerships
• Participation

• High performance
• Infrastructure 
• Profile & marketing
• People development 
• Governance & management
• Events 
• Participation

• Performance
• Partnerships
• Participation
• Leading (governance, 

workforce development, 
financial viability & 
stakeholder relationships)

NSO Strategic focus

• Performance & participation 
• Collaboration
• Governance 
• Communication

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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A Observations: Governance (2/4) 
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Supporting evidence

Figure 4 – 21 available coaching and commissaire courses the NSOs offer

Key
CA BMXA MTBA

Coaching 
course
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course

Level 1 
coach 

Club 
official 

Level 1

Level 2 
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National 
official 

State 
official 

UCI level 2 

Freestyle 
coach 

Level 0

Elite 
national 
official 

Beginner 
coaches 

Level 3 

Level 2 

Level 1 Level 1 

Road and 
track skills 

course 

Skills 
instructor 

Level 1 
road and 

track 

Level 2

Coaches 
insurance 
program 

Level 3 
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A Observations: Governance (3/4) 
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Key themes and supporting evidence

2 It is perceived by some state bodies that their NSO (i.e. either BMXA or CA) does not consult or communicate 
often enough to understand and accommodate their unique state needs
• It was reported by many states that their own unique climatic and geographic needs are not always front of mind at the 

national planning and administration level for NSOs. These localised needs must be understood and taken into account in 
planning for the administration of the sport and in particular events and track maintenance (see Figure 5 below)

• Some states believe two-way communication between the state body and the NSO could be improved. For example, one 
state reported that in their view the quarterly national meeting for cycling presidents was one way communication with 
limited opportunity for two way discussion and debate. Their inclusion on this meeting therefore felt ‘tokenistic’.

Key quotes

Cycling:

“CA doesn’t understand the States. CA 
directors never attend state events and only 

occasionally attend masters”

BMX:

“The national office doesn’t always get it. 
They develop new processes without 

consultation and that just don’t work in our 
environment. For example, we are the only 

state with regions, which is necessary due to 
how large our state is and geographically 

dispersed our clubs are. This has implications 
for how we need to administer the sport and 

plan and run events here that is different 
In QLD, there is enormous from the other states”
distances between many 
clubs making race events 
difficult to travel to and more 
of an all weekend carnival 
than a half day event

The transient 
nature of NT 
makes it difficult 
to attract skill 
base level at 
clubs and there 
is a lack of 
succession 
planning 

In Victoria there tends to 
be more cold/wet weather 
that can impact BMX track 
maintenance

Figure 5 – Examples of state specific challenges for cycling  

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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A Observations: Governance (4/4) 
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Key themes and supporting evidence

3 There is an emphasis on high performance and racing that can be at the expense of recreational riding  
• The rationale given for a focus on high performance is that success on the international stage (including winning medals) 

will drive participation. However, numerous states across all three sports indicated they believed that a singular focus on 
high performance can discourage participation by failing to focus on and invest in grassroots entry level participation 

activities. It is important to note that in fact high performance funding is segregated, and does not take funding from 
recreational investment

• KPIs that determine the level of government funding are not aligned to ensure there is adequate focus and incentives 
around recreational riding. For example, the funding that is received from Sport Australia has been focused on delivering 

podium performances at international events, hence the incentive to focus on high performance outcomes 
• Differing philosophies on focus and selection policy for high performance among the three NSOs, where CA is focused on 

winning medals, BMXA encourages participation on the international stage and MTBA is halfway in between. For example, 
one state president from BMXA feels that if you make the selection requirements so unattainable then riders will give up 
hope and potentially leave the sport, whereas the philosophy for CA is that if you make selection harder, their 
performance will improve and the standards lift.

Cycling:

“The other NSOs are focused on maximising 
the number of people they send to ‘worlds’, 
despite being of standard. CA’s view is don’t 

send anyone that won’t be competitive”

BMXA:

“We see international events as an 
opportunity to develop our best riders, 

motivate the high potential junior riders to 
aspire to international competition, and 
attract more kids into the sport to follow 

their heroes ”

MTB:

“We sit between CA and BMX. We don’t fill 
quotas. If we send teams to win we’d send no 

one. We’re a developing sport”

Key quotes

British Cycling 
CEO advised 
spending on high 
performance is 
matched with 
spending on 
participation 
because they 
receive similar 
sized grants

Many of CA’s state presidents 
and CEOs believe there is a 
heavy focus on podium success 
at international events.

This diverts attention towards 
high performance and away 
from member needs.

Figure 6 - Examples

CA is responsible for 
selecting  Olympic 
and Commonwealth 
Games teams

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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B Observations: Structure
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Key themes and supporting evidence

4 BMXA and MTBA experience a lack of influence, control and engagement with regards to the selection of athletes that attend international events 
• According to their constitution, UCI is only allowed to recognise one national federation in any country - CA is UCI’s member and therefore gets to attend UCI’s 

congress. This means UCI only interfaces with CA on behalf of road/track, BMXA and MTBA. The national federation is responsible for the entire sport of cycling in 

Australia, ensuring UCI regulations are adhered to and also responsible for national team selection. As a result, this current structure causes tension and frustration 
for BMXA and MTBA with regards to the lack of control they have over the selection of their athletes competing on the international stage

• When UCI was consulted by EY, they advised that the majority of nations have a one cycling organisation that interfaces with UCI (e.g. British Cycling represents 
road, track, mountain bike, cyclo-cross and BMX), and this produces the best results (in the view of UCI). 

5 The voting system for CA & BMXA is not representative of the number of members within each cycling club 
• Each vote for an NSO does not adequately represent the relative size of clubs and states. For example, Cycling VIC has 58 clubs and 5800 members. Under the 

current voting structure, the 58 clubs each get a vote, despite  one club (St Kilda) having 800 members and another (Horsham) having 3 members. This also applies 
on a state-by-state level, where Cycling VIC has 58 clubs and Cycling NT has only 2 clubs. The state bodies get the same number of votes irrespective of the disparity 
in number of clubs. Similar observations were made of BMX

• By contrast, MTBA operates under a unitary governance model where individuals hold all voting rights of the organisation.

6 The differing size, structure and operating model of each NSO results in differential costs being borne by each NSO
• From the financial data provided to EY, it was evident that each NSO has different expenditure profiles 

• The analysis suggests it is highly likely there are duplicative efforts across the three NSOs and the opportunity to realise greater efficiencies through alternative 
structural and governance models (see the future state business model design section for estimates of potential efficiencies and costs savings associated with different 

structural options).

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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C Observations: Services (1/4)
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Key themes and supporting evidence

7 There is no consistently executed national strategy for cycling in Australia, which is limiting the value 
proposition offered and delivered to members and potential members (such as recreational riders, which 
remains a large but mostly untapped segment) 

• There is a perception across the three disciplines that the primary member value proposition is access to a race licence 
and/or access to insurance. The member survey conducted by EY (See EY One Cycling Member Experience Survey, dated 

30th Oct. for details) confirmed the top two reasons members retain their memberships are to access races (64%); and 
access insurances (41%)

• However, the member survey also revealed a number of other member value propositions valued by members, including 
access to club rides (34%), socialising with others (29%), access to social rides (25%) and to contribute to the 
development of the sport (25%)

• Furthermore, the member survey revealed that the top two improvements that members would like to see from a 
changed management structure are improved lobbying for facilities and greater advocacy for riders

• This suggests an opportunity to craft a broader member value proposition that is compelling and appeals to the needs of 
recreational non-racing riders to grow the membership base and tap into the estimated 4 million1 recreational riders in 
Australia. Currently the NSOs are only capturing a small proportion (1.4%) of the addressable market (see Figure 8)

• While the proposition of club membership can be attractive for many riders (e.g. through a sense of belonging, social 
opportunities, club support and activities); for others this may be a disincentive to join as club membership may be 
associated with commitment, timetables, volunteer hours and unwanted social engagements. Informal groupings of 
riders using social media groups and one-off fun ride event organisers were frequently cited examples of informal, low 
commitment alternatives to club membership. For example, one state president from Cycling observed that recreational 
road riders often take up cycling later in life and enjoy riding with their own groups of friends and at times convenient to 
them. The club model may not always be attractive to this segment. This suggests an opportunity to offer a non-club 
based membership (something MTBA already offers)

• Analysis of membership data also demonstrated that membership in some states is disproportionately high or low relative 
to the state’s overall population. This may reflect different cycling participation levels in different states (driven by 
culture, facilities, climate and other factors), but is also likely to reflect the fact that there is no consistently executed 
national strategy for cycling in this country. 

Cycling:

”We sell insurance and racing and little else”

“Our vision is a lifelong story with cycling –
from cradle to grave”

“Only 3% of cyclists are members of CA, 
what about the other 97% who ride their 

bike but don’t race?”

BMX:

“Catering towards the social side and the 
social aspect will keep sustainable numbers 

in the sport”

MTB:

“People worry about fitting in and 
comparison to others. People see riding as 
something you can do anywhere for free. 
Will join a club if it fulfils a means to them 

but not just to ride a bike because you 
should be able to do that anywhere”

“Lifestyle market is a big one through 
networking people with like-minded people, 

locations to ride etc.”

“People see MTB as a non traditional sport, 
how do we capture that and become 

relevant to the lifestyle market?” 

Key quotes

1. National cycling participation survey, 2015

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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C Observations: Services (2/4)
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Supporting evidence

Figure 8 – Presence of the three NSOs in Australia's cycling market 
(based on 2018 full financial membership data)

4 million
Australians 
regularly ride

54k
Are members across 

all NSOs (1.4% of 
addressable market)

Figure 9 – Membership spread of all NSO members (57k) 

Cycling 
Australia

BMX 
Australia

Mountain 
Bike 

Australia

NSW / ACT 41% 25% 31%

VIC 25% 15% 21%

QLD 19% 31% 24%

WA 6% 14% 11%

SA 6% 8% 6%

TAS 3% 2% 5%

NT 1% 5% 2%

36%

22%

22%

9%

6%

3%

2%

State

National cycling participation survey, 2015

CA 25, 864

BMXA 16,595
MTBA 15,360

BMXA 12, 876

Figure 10 Australian population distribution by state (abs, 2017)
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C Observations: Services (3/4)
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Key themes and supporting evidence

9 Fragmented membership and licence model does not adequately serve member needs 
• There are many riders who enjoy more than one sport for racing and riding which suggests an opportunity for a universal 

membership across all three sports. Based on the surveyed sample, 11% of CA members, 9% of BMXA members and 15% 
of MTBA members currently have a dual membership with one of the other NSOs (See EY One Cycling Member 
Experience Survey, dated 30th Oct. for details)

• However, one in two (51%) of NSO members surveyed  would be encouraged to participate in other cycling disciplines if 
they were to receive the member benefits of those cycling disciplines 

• Current business operations are struggling to address the inefficiency of insurance duplication associated with 
memberships from each sport 

• There are multiple race licences required for riders competing across different disciplines, where almost all stakeholders 
interviewed from each NSO agreed that a one licence model would be beneficial to members. For example a BMX rider is 
required to purchase a BMXA licence to race in Australia, however to race internationally the rider needs a CA licence as 
per UCI requirements.

Key quotes

8 A majority (60%) of members would be willing to pay a modest increase of $10 in annual membership fees 
under One Cycling if they received additional benefits, however this willingness steadily decreases as the 
annual fee increases
• Propensity to purchase a combined membership that offers benefits such as one race licence, greater advocacy, more 

activities for recreational riders and more club support services was relatively consistent across each NSO membership
• At least three in five members (60%) are willing to pay $10 more annually for the benefit, although this willingness steadily

decreases as the annual fee increases. 

Cycling:

“Members don’t want to pay the annual fee 
but will happily spend $3k on new wheels. 
Even though several million people ride a 

bike, most people don’t find being a member 
a benefit to anything”

She 
Rides

Breeze

10 There is inconsistent branding for similar programs with the same target markets often across different 
states (CA & BMXA) 

• CA initiated the ‘She Rides’ program four years 
ago, with the aim to provide women-only social 
riding opportunities. It now has presence in 

every state and territory in Australia
• Cycling Victoria established ‘Breeze’ program 

which is a similar program in Victoria. 

Cycling:

“A lot of people in cycling now do MTB, and 
vice versa. They love it”

BMX:

“A one licence model would be beneficial”

MTB:

“Insurance struggles because it competes 
with advocacy bodies”

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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C Observations: Services (4/4)
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Key themes and supporting evidence

12 Events are mostly well run, however there can be an inconsistency with the application of rules across 
states (BMXA & CA)

• There is generally a high satisfaction among members of each NSO from events (See EY One Cycling Member 
Experience Survey, dated 30th Oct. for details)

• Nearly two-thirds (63%) of NSO members reported they were satisfied with the management of club racing, with 
satisfaction highest among BMX members (76%)

• Satisfaction with the management of state series races (38% satisfied or very satisfied) and national series races and 
championships (36% satisfied or very satisfied) was significantly lower. This may reflect the reported inconsistent 

application of rules and administration of events between states.

11 There is a lack of school engagement across all NSOs
• Competing for children’s attention and engagement in sports is becoming increasingly difficult when there are many 

sports on offer to them at school
• Many state presidents of BMXA have suggested that giving kids exposure to an array of sports at an early age would be 

beneficial for their development 
• BMXA target market are majority school age kids, therefore engagement at schools is an important lever to access their 

target market
• Despite Cycling Victoria offering school services for racing and coaching and learn to ride in universities and MTBA 

recently commencing schools programs, there is broad consensus that more could be done by all NSOs to capture talent 
and interest in cycling at an early age

• Some of the state presidents of BMXA believe there needs to be a participation manager, specifically responsible for 
driving membership through school systems. Such positions already exist within CA. 

Key quotes

BMX:

“BMX is the only sport where you can attend 
the world championships from the age of 

five”

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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D Observations: Members (1/4)
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Key themes and supporting evidence

13 Population growth and urban density makes roads busier, hence concerns over cycling safety on roads has the potential to impact participation
• Some state presidents of CA have noticed that fewer kids ride to school, roads are not safe and acknowledge this is a challenge facing the sport – opportunity to enter 

the advocacy space to protect future participation

• Some state presidents of CA believe there is an increasing obligation for cycling entities to have relationships with government about minimum passing distance for 
cars.  For example, Cycling Victoria and WestCycle are proactive in this area

• Research from other countries demonstrates the importance of cycling safety on participation levels.

Sources: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/article/158497
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/road_safety/index_en
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar%3A0e8b694e-59b5-11e8-ab41-01aa75ed71a1.0003.02/DOC_2&format=PDF
https://www.caradvice.com.au/20759/australia-8th-in-car-per-person-ranking/
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/9309.0/

80 %
Increase in cyclist 
deaths 2017-2018 in 
Australia where 
collisions are mostly 
attributed to drivers 

Strong & fearless

Enthused and confident 

No way no how 

<1%

7%

60%

33%

Interested but concerned 

The city of Portland (USA) categorises four types of ‘cyclist’ and 
their proportion of the population:

• Strong and fearless: people who will ride regardless of roadway 
conditions

• Enthused and confident: people who are and could be attracted to 
regular riding by continuing to address the barriers - shorter trip 
distances, better bicycle facilities, better end-of-trip facilities 

• Interested but concerned: These people are curious about 
bicycling. They don’t like the cars speeding down their streets. 
They get nervous thinking about what would happen to them on a 
bicycle when a driver runs a red light, or guns their cars around 
them, or passes too closely and too fast

• No way, no how: people currently not interested in bicycling at all 

The EU leads the way with road safety 
initiatives, boasting “The world’s safest 
roads”. Despite this they are committed 
to achieving zero fatalities by 2050 
‘Vision Zero’. 

Cycling could save 

cities $25 
trillion and 10% 
of transport CO2 
emissions by 2050. 
Source: UCI

2.1%

Increase in 
Australia's 

vehicle fleet 

2017-18

Australia ranks 

8th
in the 

world for cars 
per person 

Figure 11 – Key information from around the world

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines

https://ec.europa.eu/transport/road_safety/index_en
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:0e8b694e-59b5-11e8-ab41-01aa75ed71a1.0003.02/DOC_2&amp;format=PDF
https://www.caradvice.com.au/20759/australia-8th-in-car-per-person-ranking/
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/article/158497
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/road_safety/index_en
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:0e8b694e-59b5-11e8-ab41-01aa75ed71a1.0003.02/DOC_2&amp;format=PDF
https://www.caradvice.com.au/20759/australia-8th-in-car-per-person-ranking/
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/9309.0/
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D Observations: Members (2/4)
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Key themes and supporting evidence

14 There is an opportunity to collaborate and partner with the tourism industry to diversify and/or enhance the 
member value proposition 

• In their recent Strategy 2030 plan, Sport Australia stated it wishes to secure the health of the Australian sporting sector 
by assisting sports to diversify their revenue streams or alternative funding to provide greater sustainability and 
strategic flexibility 

• Investing in sport and recreation infrastructure can re-energise rural and regional areas and provide investment 
opportunities and alternative revenue streams for the NSO. For example, since the establishment of the Blue Derby Trail 

in TAS, a $15-18 million economic impact has been reported due to influx of visitors (About MTB Presentation 2018)
• There is an opportunity to view the sports even more broadly. For example, education and employment opportunities 

relating to the sports could also become a focus (a TAFE course is now being offered in MTB track construction).

MTB:

“Participation growth is being driven by 
development of track network”

Key quotes

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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D Observations: Members (3/4)
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Key themes and supporting evidence

15 The fragmented structure and governance of cycling results in inconsistent member value propositions and a 
failure to effectively meet the needs of particular member segments, such as women riders 
• Females represent a small proportion of the membership base for all NSOs, despite females representing a marginally 

greater proportion of Australia’s population (see Figures 12 and 13 below). All NSOs therefore have a large untapped 
market for female memberships 

• Some state presidents of CA stated that it is perceived that women are still less likely to participate in cycling than men 
for various reasons which can turn attention away at the strategic level from promoting more female riding. 
Understanding the facts surrounding women’s interest in cycling can help stimulate more attention to this segment at the 
strategic level (see Figure 14 below)

• The member survey revealed satisfaction with women only rides to be only 41%, lower than any other member 
satisfaction feature (See EY One Cycling Member Experience Survey, dated 30th Oct. for details).

86%

14%

CA

racers riders

70%

30%

83%

17%

MTBA

78%

22%

BMXA

Figure 13 – The male and female membership representation for each NSO

Figure 14 – Cycling’s Victoria addresses myths about women and cycling 

Cycling:

“Women only events have huge growth e.g. 
Rapha Cycling Club”

MTB:

“Once you engage more females, you are 
likely to engage the whole family” 

Key quotes

# Myths Facts 

1 Women don’t like bikes
Women’s participation in recreational cycling has grown 50% since 2005, which is nearly double the growth of 

male participation in the same period (ABS, 2011)

2
Women aren’t concerned about 

cycling in their communities

The National Heart Foundation (NHF, 2013) found that women want to ride more and should do so with an
increase in safe cycling facilities in their communities

3
Women aren’t interested in 

cycling

The NHF (2013) found that 60% of women want to cycle more than they currently do. Over the last 2 years 
more than 1,000 women have taken part in Cycling VIC’s Breeze rides - a cycling program for women. Rapha 
Women’s Cycling Club has also had a huge success stimulating riding among females

4
Cycling isn’t a popular activity 

for women 
Cycling is the 5th most popular sport and physical activity for women (ABS, 2011)

Figure 12 – Australia’s 
population mix by gender

49.3% 50.7%

Key:
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D Observations: Members (4/4)
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Key themes and supporting evidence

16 There is an opportunity to integrate talent pathway programs across the NSOs
• Interviewee representatives from all NSOs indicated there is competition for talent across all cycling disciplines. A 

better integrated talent pathway could funnel high potential talent into the discipline they are physiologically best 
suited toward and/or help retain athletes within the broader sport of cycling by facilitating transitions between sports

• For example, state presidents from BMXA indicated that they lose riders to CA and MTBA. Providing riders exposure to 
all disciplines within cycling at an early age can: a) enhance their development; and b) provide them the opportunity to 
explore which sport they might be best suited towards

• Participation initiatives could be marketed across all cycling disciplines with an effective talent pathway program.

BMX:

“BMX struggles to keep their member base 
engaged as they have no seasonality 

throughout the year. A lot of members have 
a break from the sport and then do not 

return to it”

Key quotes

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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E Observations: Funding (1/4)
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Key themes and supporting evidence

17 There are structural, organisational and capability impediments to capturing all available funding across NSOs, 
states and clubs 
• The current business models for cycling, with 3 NSOs and 16 State Sporting Organisations (SSOs), impedes the ability to 

maximise funding for the sport. Primarily this is because the fragmented business models splits the overall bicycle riding 
membership base which reduces influence and marketing appeal, and create inefficiencies which limit investment in the 
sport. 

• As a consequence, the profitability and financial sustainability of each NSO is compromised (See Figure 15 and 17). 
Several stakeholders consulted from across all three sports reported availability of funding is a real constraint to 

delivering better service to members
• There is no consistent strategy to targeting funding in each state and inconsistent pricing of membership fees across 

states (for BMXA and CA). Reliance on different funding sources (e.g. membership fees or grant funding) varies by state. 
Furthermore, membership fees for Cycling and BMX vary by state

• Securing state government funding  is considered by many to be a prerequisite to hosting national championship events. 
This has led to some smaller states never hosting national championship events (e.g. Cycling TAS and ACT).

Cycling:

“Very volunteer driven – lack of 
professionalism in that and it’s not the 

volunteer’s sole responsibility. Volunteers 
are not paid”

“We would run more races if had more 
funding”

BMX:

“A lot of things don’t work in this state due 
to size. Only 3 clubs, no paid staff. Bigger 
states have paid staff and offices. That’s 

where we fall behind”

“Membership fees do not adequately cover 
costs of staff and support delivery and 
coaches which is why the clubs end up 

being run by volunteers”

Key quotes

Figure 15 – Net profit for each NSO, last 3 years
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Aside from page 17, all financial analysis is based on FY17 data as this was the most recent year 
full data sets were available 

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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E Observations: Funding (2/4)
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Key themes and supporting evidence

18 NSOs can better market themselves to capture commercial opportunities
• Current business operations are struggling to recognise and act on commercial opportunities (See Figure 16 below)
• CA indicated that certain brands have expressed interest in buying into the Australian cycling market, yet the current 

fragmented model does not facilitate this opportunity 
• NSOs lack specific focus on commercial opportunities and their marketing and messaging strategies are not always 

consistent. For example, none of the NSOs has a full time commercial person and there is a lack of clarity around 
marketing 

• Some state presidents of CA have indicated there is an opportunity to sell merchandise at events which would help 
generate more revenue streams and better market the sport 

• Some states presidents of BMXA have expressed interest in rebranding to attract more sponsorship 
• One state president from CA acknowledged the importance of rebranding and building a profile of the sport that is not 

focused on high performance in order to maximise funding 
• Many states feel there are significant opportunities for marketing synergies. 

Key quotes

Cycling:

“The sports don’t sell themselves very well. 
Little information out there. Complex sport 

and we make it more complex”

“Improved structure would allow cycling to 
package its recreational products (Bike 

Education program) more effectively to appeal 
to large brands”

“Inconsistent messages and marketing” 

BMX WA 
negotiated a deal 

with Subaru 

BMX ACT requested $80k grant to 
upgrade the lighting, they received 
$40k and relied on people dipping into 

their own pockets where they should 
have been looking for a sponsor

CA’s long standing 
partnership with 

Jayco ended in 

2017

BMX states it  is 
looking at 

rebranding options 

to attract more 

sponsorship

2018

The Australian philanthropic 
market was estimated at 

more than $12 billion in 2016 
(Sport Australia 2030 Strategy)

Figure 16 – Examples of NSO’s commercial activities  

For example, it was reported CA 
has one high net worth individual 
philanthropic donor, but could be 

far more active in attracting 
more philanthropic donations 

with a targeted strategy

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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E Observations: Funding (3/4)

Key themes and supporting evidence

19 Sport Australia currently fund/invest in CA and BMXA but not MTBA
• High performance government funding differs for each NSO, with CA receiving the most and MTBA receiving none. This 

makes it difficult for sports like MTBA to develop their high performance/racing program, where many of their world 

championship competitors fund themselves, have their own coaches and at times MTBA will contribute to out-of-pocket 
expenses. The current funding model is linked to the prospects of producing podium results at international events. 

Key quotes

MTB:

“Downhill we are strong but doesn’t fit with 
winning edge model”

Figure 17 – Revenue breakdowns for FY17 

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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Net Assets Financial Position By National Body Financial Position By Discipline

Figure 18 – Balance sheet snapshot FY17

E Observations: Funding (4/4)

20 The net asset position of each discipline (NSOs and SSOs combined) and of each NSO on its own varies greatly
• The net asset position of each discipline and each NSO is highly divergent. More specifically, CA’s net asset position is significantly lower than that of MTBA, and lower 

again than that of BMXA (See Figure 18 below)
• When the net asset position of SSOs are combined with the NSOs, then CA’s net asset position is comparable to MTBA but still lower than BMXA
• A key consideration for the future state business model is the extent to which assets are brought together, acquitted or quarantined, under any new business model 

structure (see the future state business model section for a discussion of this). 

Key themes and supporting evidence

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines

CA
14%

BMX
72%

MTB
14%

$3.28m
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F Observations: Resources
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Key themes and supporting evidence

21 None of the NSOs and few state bodies have an Infrastructure Strategy
• NSOs are not organised relative to other high performing sports and a lack of organisation means cycling will miss out on 

infrastructure investment opportunities relative to other sports. For example, a state president from CA has indicated 

that there were several complaints about the potential loss of the Noble Park velodrome to build soccer fields. Another 
state president from CA indicated that basketball received $126 million from the VIC government to build and relocate 
their high performance program in Knox, VIC

• As major cities continue to grow and continue to become more congested, infrastructure becomes increasingly important. 
For example, one state president from CA believes the size and congestion of cities correlates to cyclists being pushed off 
the roads and cycling and another believes that cycling organisations still assume kids will always ride the way they used 
to, and as a result has not progressed their strategy in line with what new data is suggesting about member behaviour 

• The current capacity of all NSOs is hampered by under resourcing. For example, one state president from BMXA feels that 
states are not resourced well enough to deliver effective coaching, officiating and athlete development despite providing 
good quality events.

Key quotes

Cycling:

“10-15 years from now it will be really hard 
for a driverless car to hit a rider because 

your car won’t let you. But until then, 
without proper bike lanes and off road 

racing tracks a generation of kids will be lost 
to the sport”

BMX: 

“States aren’t equipped with the resources 
to do the things BMXA wants them to do”

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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G Observations: Processes & Systems (1/2)
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Key themes and supporting evidence

22 Administrative inefficiencies through the duplication of systems (e.g. accounting, finance and IT systems) 
(CA)

• The establishment of a shared corporate services function would address the duplication of accounting systems across all 
states and clubs and help facilitate cost reduction by freeing up staff to take on roles in core cycling development. For 
example, one state president from CA has indicated that their lack of good CRM system has been a huge hindrance for 
day-to-day operations.

23 There is an opportunity to better engage members through digital channels
• The NSOs must keep up with the advancement of technology that facilitates engagement and communication with 

members otherwise they will lose out to commercial operators (See Figure 19 below)
• While some digital innovation was identified through the review (for example, MTBA has launched MTB.TV online channel 

and has just completed development of a member based app), many of those consulted indicated they feel there is a lack 
of digital strategy and capability among the NSOs and SSOs. For example, one state president of CA has indicated that 
their social media websites (e.g. Facebook) are outdated and there is an opportunity for phone apps to replace physical 
membership cards

• Alignment of social media and marketing is necessary to ensure consistent and strong messaging is presenting to 
members. Some states feel there is a lack of clarity around the marketing strategy from the NSO down to states a

• USA Cycling website is an example of how the character of each of the disciplines can be preserved and the marketing 
unified for the sport of cycling. The back office is all shared and the face of each discipline is distinctly different via the 

website
• Several stakeholders consulted from MTBA indicated that there is huge potential to continue to develop online resources 

for members, such as skills and maintenance videos.

Cycling: 

“Cycling is getting flogged by commercial 
operators e.g. Strava is great for the timing 

system”

BMX:

“In this state, we have developed an app to 
sign on, making it easier. Saves lining up on 

race day to scan a card for a race”

Key quotes

Figure 19 – Commercial operators Strava and Zwift have managed to connect with the cycling community with innovative 
smartphone/computer based products 

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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G Observations: Processes & Systems (2/2)
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Key themes and supporting evidence

24 Knowledge and IP sharing can be inhibited by a lack of integrated knowledge and communication platforms 
between states and across the NSOs

• States tend to operate in silos due to a lack of integrated systems for knowledge and information sharing
• Some state presidents from CA have indicated that a level of protectionism, ego and control from some states is evident 

and directly results in their unwillingness to collaborate and share knowledge and IP

• There are limited shared repositories across NSOs and limited engagement with those that exist. 

Cycling:

“CA has a lot of IP they don’t share” 

“Results in an inability to host races due to 
the escalating cost at grassroots where if 
knowledge from other states were made 

available and leveraged this could be 
mitigated”

Key quotes

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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H Observations: Capability & Culture (1/2) 
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Key themes and supporting evidence

25 Knowledge and IP sharing is inhibited by a low trust environment (e.g. between NSO and state, between NSOs, 
between states)
• There are challenges with a lack of willingness and motivation to collaborate which contributes to states operating in 

silos. Many state presidents of CA and BMXA stated that this is attributed to both varying levels of competency among 
state presidents and CEOs and the adoption of state interested mindsets

• Consultations suggested it is evident that the NSOs can improve their relationships with one another. For example, the 
relationship between CA and BMXA was described as confrontational by one state president of CA 

• It was reported by one state president of BMX that BMXA only deals with CA because they are a high performance filter 
and this relationship was otherwise described to have been a sore point for a long time 

• A lack of inclusion can lead to a low trust environment and some stakeholders feeling forgotten. For example, it was 
reported by one state president of BMXA that BMX SA invites Cycling SA to their state championships, however Cycling 

SA do not reciprocate. Inclusion must be taken into account when planning for and implementing strategic initiatives of 
the sport, otherwise the NSOs can be challenged with low stakeholder buy-in when it comes to decision making.

26 Each discipline has a unique culture and preservation of each sporting identity is considered critical
• Each sport of cycling has a unique identity and this is what has made them so attractive to their current membership 

base. For example, BMX is described as ‘edgy’, ‘extreme’ and ‘risk taking’ which has typically attracted a younger 
segment; road and track cycling have been described as ‘purists’ and ‘technology focused’; while MTB has been described 
as ‘hairy legged’, ‘rough and ready’

• Almost all those consulted with stressed the importance of protecting each discipline’s unique culture otherwise they run 
the risk of becoming ‘beige’ and unappealing to their target markets. Similarly, in the member survey, respondents 
emphasised that NSOs and other relevant managing bodies must ensure individual disciplines are still recognised and not 
‘lost’ in the combined One Cycling structure

• One CEO suggested that the USA Cycling website was a great example for how to market all the disciplines on one 
website and still maintain their distinctly different identities.

Cycling:

“Confrontational relationship, deep 
entrenched in their histories”

Key quotes

Cycling:

“The Cycling culture has always been 
competitive and first across the line”

BMX:

“Cyclists are purists and BMX are rebels, 
BMXers don’t like following rules” 

MTBA:

”MTB resonates more with motocross than 
cycling. There are many sub-disciplines and 

cultures even within MTB that will need to be 
preserved”

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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H Observations: Capability & Culture (2/2) 
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Key themes and supporting evidence

27 There are gaps in state (excluding MTBA) & club management capability (e.g. administrative, coaching)
• Consultations suggested that club leadership lacks direction with governance and commercial and business acumen. This can hamper the clubs’ abilities to implement 

strategy and deliver quality services to members 

• While the strong volunteer base is acknowledged for their enthusiasm it is felt they are struggling to keep up with the growing demands of club administration and 
volume of work required. Some state presidents and CEOs have stated that many of the volunteer base lack the appropriate skills for the jobs they administer. 

• A challenge many of the clubs face is that they lack adequate coaching. For example, many BMX riders are going outside of their clubs to receive adequate coaching. 
BMX NT only has 30 accredited coaches for the ~740 BMX members

• Many clubs are under resourced to service their members. For example, one state president from BMXA stated that BMX clubs are not all prepared and equipped for 
‘come and try’ days 

• It is important to build capacity and capability at club level as they are the direct touchpoint to members and will often inform the quality of their experiences 
• The review highlights an opportunity to provide improved services to clubs to make club management easier.

28 There is a lack of agreement among some states that the current business model is sub-optimal, resulting in some resistance to change 
• Some states are comfortable doing things their own way and can be aggressive when it comes to supporting their own agenda. For example, some state presidents of 

CA and BMXA are sceptical about the prospect of ‘One Cycling’ and how it will specifically impact their state rather than for the betterment of the sport of cycling 
• Some states are comfortable with their routine and it was reported by one CEO that much of the resistance to change can be attributed to ‘fear of the unknown’
• One state president believes that the sports are focused on an ‘either or’ mentality e.g. road or track or recreational, whereas the disciplines should be viewed as road 

AND track AND recreational. The former mindset is perceived to have created some separation between the disciplines and can potentially be a barrier to change  
• People interviewed from WA feel that the current WestCycle system works well and therefore do not see a need to restructure.

Key:
Applicable 

to all 

disciplines

Applicable to only 
1 or 2 disciplines
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4. Future State Design 
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Options considered:

► Representative [even quota]

► Representative [proportional]

► Independent

3. Board composition

4. Term of board 

A Structure B Governance C Value Proposition

8. Member services

Options considered:

► Enhance existing member services

► Enhance and expand member 
services

6. Authorising 
environment 

Options considered:

► Executive management decision 
making only

► Executive management decision 
making with commissions for key 
decisions affecting specific 
disciplines

D

Option considered:

► 1 brand with sub brands and a 
multi-channel strategy 

10. Branding & Channels 

Options considered:

► One member, one vote

► One club, one vote

► Proportional club vote

5. Member voting 

Options considered:

► No change (status quo)

► Three independent NSOs remain 
but move to a unitary structure

► One management model that 
governs three independent NSOs

► Single NewCo established

1. Organisation Structure

Future state business model option evaluation
To develop a future state business model, EY identified 11 key decision areas. On the basis of the Current State Assessment findings (chapter 3 of this report), Member 
Survey Results (chapter 3 of this report and EY One Cycling Member Experience Survey, dated 30th Oct.), the Project Steering Committee agreed 5 decision areas 
(shown in light grey) had a clear and obvious option for evaluation as outlined below. The remaining 6 decision areas (shown in dark grey) required evaluation of multiple 
options, which is discussed on the subsequent pages of this report. 

The transition considerations for moving toward the recommended future state business model, including transitioning staff and assets, as well as considering a 
transitional board and nomination committee, are then considered in the final chapter of this report.

9. Membership type/fee

Option considered:

► Club and non-club membership 
offers are customised and priced 
to reflect key member segment 
needs

11. Funding sources 

Option considered

► Grow existing revenue 
(membership; government 
funding and grants) and attract 
new funding sources (e.g. 
sponsorship, partnerships, new 
service offerings)

Funding & Go To Market

2. Function Structure

Options considered:

► Matrix, where employees have a 
dual reporting relationships, in 
most cases based on function and 
region 

► Functional , where employees have 
a single reporting line to a 
specialised function (e.g. member 
services), without a regional 
overlay. This  could be centralised 
or decentralised

Option considered:

► As per Sport Australia 
Governance Principle 1.8

7. Target members

Option considered:

► Target both race and recreational 
riders

Key: Options evaluated Option agreed and evaluated
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Benefits to explore through a revised business model 
Based on the information and insights collected in the first phase of this engagement, EY identified seven significant potential areas of benefit for considering a revised 
business model that will be explored through this report 

Potential Benefits to Explore

Explore opportunities

to create an even more
compelling member

value proposition to an

even wider group of

people by offering

more customised and

member centric set of

services

Deliver new 
services

A single voice for
advocacy/funding with

a larger total

membership base may

have more impact.

Explore opportunities

and the case for a

more dedicated
advocacy and/or

lobbying division

under a One Cycling

model

A stronger voice 
representing 

cycling

Explore opportunities to
tap into different

segments and capture
commercial opportunities

through different

business model options to
ultimately strengthen the

financial sustainability of

each discipline

Increase 
revenue/ funding 

opportunities

Explore opportunities

to drive down cost and
service/skill duplication

so that member

service delivery is

improved and funds

can be reallocated to

member value add

activities and services

Optimise
efficiency

Identify opportunities
to enhance member

experience through the
delivery of more

consistent membership
offerings nationally as

well as customised

offerings for specific

segments

Enhance member 
experience 

Each NSO is only
capturing a small

proportion of the

addressable market.

Therefore there is an

opportunity to explore

if/how a revised business

model could increase

participation through,

for example, advocacy,
to grow the size of the

addressable market and

the physical activity

levels and health of the

Australian community at

large

Increase 
participation

Identify opportunities
under a One Cycling
Model to develop a

common high
performance

philosophy and
strategy for all tiers of

cycling across all
disciplines; ensuring
the right programs

and services are in
place to ensure there

are no lost
opportunities for high

potential athletes

Improve 
international 
performance
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Future state organisation structure design principles
Structural options were evaluated against six organisation design principles that were co-developed with the Project Steering Committee to guide the development of a new 
representative body for cycling 

1.

Driving growth of each 
discipline 

Building the profile of cycling in 
Australia so that it is dynamic 
and appealing to all 
generations, ensuring greater 

brand awareness of the three 
disciplines is captured; we 
continue to drive international 

performance and we increase 
membership & retention rates

2.

Better service delivery

Deliver improved services to 
members, clubs and the cycling 
community by building 
capability and capacity at club 

level and strengthening the 
pathways system

3.

Optimal efficiency 

Operate at a high efficiency 
ensuring the long term 
financial sustainability of 
cycling and to reinvest in the 
most strategically aligned 
activities that deliver the 
greatest member /rider benefit  

Grow revenue

Ability to have greater access to 
funding and commercial 

opportunities to reduce reliance on 
government funding and make 

greater investments in value add 
and strategically aligned activities. 

4.

Effective strategic 
execution 

Ensure effective delivery of national 
strategies takes place, all NSOs 

obtain an equitable relationship with 
international bodies, and improved 

competence and capability of the 
three NSOs

5.

Maintain uniqueness 
of each discipline

Protect the unique culture and 
influence within each discipline, 
ensuring equitable voting rights 

represent that influence and 
enhancing career development 

pathways for staff

6.

Design 
principles

Key: 1 Growth 2 Services 3 Efficiency 4 Revenue 5 Execution 6 Culture 

Very High High Medium Low Very Low

Alignment to assessment criteria
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A. Structure
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A1 Organisation Structure (1/6)

Key: Recommended Considered

Option 1: No change (status quo) 

CA and BMXA remain as separate federated structures and MTBA remains as a separate unitary structure

Advantages 

► Avoids the disruption of a significant transformation

Limitations

► Inconsistent, non-standardised, and strategically misaligned

► Mixed practice service delivery across all states

► Failure to realise potential efficiencies and cost savings 

► Failure to exploit upside commercial delivery opportunities associated with restructuring

► Restricted ROI, limiting the attractiveness of investing in cycling

► Disjointed customer service and ownership

► Staff and volunteers having to adopt many different roles, limiting the ability to specialise and reach higher standards

► Does not meet the reform expected from the sports largest funder, Sport Australia

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► Many national sporting bodies in Australia are preparing to or have begun a journey to move away from a federated model, 
in line with Sport Australia’s stated preference to the next wave of governance reform “One Management”. For example, 
Netball Australia has recently commissioned a review to evaluate the opportunity to move to a unitary structure. Further, 
Sport Australia is committed to reducing the number of national sporting organisations that are more than 60% reliant on 
Australian Government funding by 2030.

1. One Cycling Model Legal Advice November 2018, Lander & Rogers Lawyers. See Appendix H&I for further details

Alignment to design principles

1

Growth

2

Services 

3

Efficiency

4
Revenue

5

Execution 

6

Culture 
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A1 Organisation Structure (2/6)

Key: Recommended Considered

Option 2: Transition BMXA and CA to a unitary structure 

CA and BMXA dissolve/absorb their state affiliates and operate as a unitary structure like MTBA

From:

To:

Advantages 

► Promotes consistent, standardized, strategically aligned and best practice service delivery across all states

► Estimated to deliver approximately $850k saving in annual wages through removal of duplicative roles and work effort, that 
can be reinvested into the growth and development of all cycling sports. Note however these savings are nearly all 
attributable to CA labour cost savings. BMXA savings are much less due to only having three paid staff in the states (see 
Appendix G for modelling details and assumptions)

► Facilitates end-to-end focus on customer service and ownership

► Increases commercial delivery opportunity

► Facilitates greater role specialisation, enabling staff and volunteers to focus their expertise on their service area

► Provides dedicated skill sets across each support service

► Potential economies of scale from operating similar activities from a central unit

► Represents the minimum level of reform expected from Sport Australia

Limitations

► Not well aligned to design principles and unlikely to yield all seven benefits. In particular, does not result in all three 
disciplines working together to realise the anticipated benefits of One Cycling

► Risk that local state needs go unmet (although this could be mitigated by adopting a matrix functional structure)

► Remote management of state resources could be challenging

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► Many national sporting bodies in Australia are preparing to or have begun a journey to move away from a federated model, 
in line with Sport Australia’s stated preference to the next wave of governance reform “One Management”. For example, 
Netball Australia has recently commissioned a review to evaluate the opportunity to move to a unitary structure. Further, 
Sport Australia is committed to reducing the number of national sporting organisations that are more than 60% reliant on 
Australian Government funding by 2030

► Transition to a full Unitary Structure is not an easy and quick fix. This is partly because it represents a shift from the 
traditional view of a federated model being widely considered the most effective model. The experience with sports such as 
Golf and Sailing, who are only partway along the journey after multiple years indicate the context is important and that the 
transition timeline required can be a long one. MTBA's structure is a rare in Australia1.  Where sports and sports-related 
organisations move from a fully federated structure, they tend to move to a quasi-unitary structure1. In each past case, 
there remain member states rather than a complete cessation of state/territory organisations; rather operating on more of 
a ‘one management’ model1.  For context, relevant examples include the following entities which have transitioned from 
fully-federated to various forms of a quasi-unitary structure include: Touch Football Australia; Triathlon Australia; Sports 
Medicine Australia; and Tennis Officials Australia.

1. One Cycling Model Legal Advice November 2018, Lander & Rogers Lawyers. See Appendix H&I for further details

Alignment to design principles

1

Growth

2

Services 

3

Efficiency

4
Revenue

5

Execution 

6

Culture 
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Advantages 
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A1 Organisation Structure (3/6)

Option 3: One Management (Three Pillars)

The establishment of a single unitary Board and ELT governance structure (drawn from the Boards and ELT of the three NSOs) to govern and 
align three unitary structured NSOs; with a single high performance division servicing all three sports; and a set of shared services enabling the 

three NSOs

Alignment to design principles

► Central governance for service guidance and frameworks

► Facilitates end-to-end focus on customer service and ownership

► Estimated to deliver approximately $950k saving in annual wages for re-investment into the growth and development of 
all cycling disciplines (see Appendix G for modelling details and assumptions)

► Dedicated resources to assist with support service activities

► Specialists focusing on expertise in their service area

► Provides dedicated skill sets across each support service

► EY benchmarks predict synergies to the tune of 45-60% for Executives, 20-25% for General Administration and 10-15% 
associated with the operations team 

Key: Recommended Considered

1

Growth

2

Services 

3

Efficiency

4
Revenue

5

Execution 

6

Culture 

Limitations

► Not well aligned to design principles and unlikely to yield all seven benefits

► Transition to this structure as a ‘stepping stone’ towards a NewCo. Only to get stuck at this stage as                                                                   
the will / composition of Boards changes; without reaching the desired end state and realising all potential benefits of One Cycling

► Creates an additional layer of governance, adding complexity and cost

► Broader sponsorship required for changes in services

► Still relatively limited central control over service processes and compliance

► Requires regular interaction and training to assist in meeting state needs within a central framework

► Increased effort to drive consistency in support services provided

► There is a risk of over governance and the likelihood of unclear and indistinct boundaries between the role, responsibility and authority of the single unitary board and ELT compared with 
the board and executive of each NSO

► There is a risk the unitary board and ELT members will assume legal fiduciary duties without being recognised under the Constitution of any NSO, lacking the necessary authority to 
discharge those duties1

► The concept of a separate committee being delegated power over and above the directors of a company is foreign to Australian corporate law1

► There may be an unwillingness or inability for each NSO to attract sufficiently skilled directors where their role is materially diminished1

Other Practice

► Golf Australia state boards have remained in place with defined responsibilities including continued election of Golf One boards.

1. One Cycling Model Legal Advice November 2018, Lander & Rogers Lawyers. See Appendix H&I for further details
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A1 Organisation Structure (4/6)

Advantages

Option 4: Establish a Single Unitary NewCo from 3 Unitary Structures (1/2)

The establishment of a ‘NewCo’ with a unitary structure; that is owned by the clubs; after first establishing unitary structures for CA and BMXA

► Estimated the NewCo could deliver approximately $2m savings in annual expenses (see Appendix G for modelling 
details and assumptions) that can be reinvested into the growth and development of all cycling sports. For example, a 
dedicated Advocacy function to make the case for riders rights and safety; and a Commercial function could be 
established with the right skills and capacity to target and attract funding; and develop enhanced guidance and support 
to clubs to securing grants and funding 

► Enhanced ability to leverage the One Cycling brand and collective assets for greater commercial gain and revenue (the 
assets of the three cycling disciplines become worth more than the sum of their parts). 

► A report by Bastion1 conservatively estimated that a commercial uplift of 8.9% of a merged cycling organisation, 
equating to $945K to $1.1M could be achieved for the following reasons:

• Critical mass of members to attract one / a few whole of sport partners that require less servicing, in 
addition to official partners and suppliers of each sport

• Enhanced ability to grow IP

• Capacity to grow memberships and audience

► Greater efficiency should encourage stronger investment from Government who can be confident of the strong ROI

► Promotes consistency of Operating Model across all states, and increases commercial delivery opportunity

► Facilitates end-to-end focus on customer service and ownership across all disciplines of cycling, breaking down siloes

► Specialists focusing on expertise in their service area

► Provides dedicated skill sets across each support service

► Potential economies of scale from operating similar activities from a central unit

► Maximise all synergies and full cost saving potential

► After the considerable value gained through the FTE reduction synergies (as evident through the One Management 
model), there are other non-FTE cost synergies likely to be realised in New Co.’s value chain (e.g. enhance buying 
power with insurance).

Key: Recommended Considered

1. Bastion EBA, MTBA and BMXA Presentation, September 2018
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A1 Organisation Structure (5/6)

Limitations

► State resources require greater management, support and clear incentives for delivery

► The perception of a 'takeover' can be a roadblock and may lead to:

• mistrust from merging entities where one of the ongoing parties remains in operation;
• difficulties in easily administering applicable ring-fencing or financial guidelines relating to use of transferred assets; and
• negative perception by relevant members where one entity continues, and one or more other entities cease1

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► British Cycling reported significant investment and funding increases following moving to a unitary structure for all of cycling prior to the 2002 Manchester Commonwealth Games, as they 
were better able to demonstrate efficiency and ROI potential 

► Australian Taekwondo has recently successfully undertaken a similar process (albeit remaining as a federated sport throughout the country) through the registration of a new entity, and 
subsequent transfer of two existing national entities (both wishing to be the NSO) into the new company1.

Option 4: Establish a Single Unitary NewCo from 3 Unitary Structures (2/2)

Key: Recommended Considered

1. One Cycling Model Legal Advice November 2018, Lander & Rogers Lawyers. See Appendix H&I for further details

EY recommends the establishment of a ‘NewCo’ with a unitary structure
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A1 Organisation Structure (6/6)

Advantages

In addition to the advantages outlined in Option 4 on the previous pages:

► No additional legal requirements to option 4

Limitations

In addition to the limitations outlined in Option 4 on the previous page:

► Member states will require vastly different time periods for achieving necessary legal requirements for transition. It may be difficult for NewCo to achieve whole of sport outcomes unless 
or until a majority of member states have transferred their assets and operations1

► Increased complexity. Potentially increased administrative, legal, and transactional costs where up to 9 separate entities per sport must transfer and distribute assets to NewCo at 
different times1

► An extended transitional period where NewCo cannot operate effectively is likely

► While the legal requirements do not differ significantly from Option 4, there are additional challenges that may make the implementation of Option 4A more challenging and/or the 
implementation process more unwieldy

Option 4A: Establish a Single Unitary NewCo directly from current structures (2/2)

The establishment of a ‘NewCo’ with a unitary structure from the current 2 federated and 1 unitary structures 

Key: Recommended Considered

1. One Cycling Model Legal Advice November 2018, Lander & Rogers Lawyers. See Appendix H&I for further details
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A2 Function Structure

Advantages

► Ensures both technical excellence while not being removed from local and member 
requirements

► Efficient use of resources that can switch between state based duties and functional 
based national duties

► Can work on a number of different initiatives in parallel with a relatively small workforce

► Improves the responsiveness of teams and individuals

► Talented staff can be deployed nationally 

Limitations

► Can lead to work allocation overload or one aspect of a role becoming neglected

► Can lead to conflict between competing tasks, priorities and managers

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► British Cycling operates a matrix structure of regions with discipline specific field based 
staff who are responsible for a discipline and a specific region

► Golf Australia’s core functions are managed nationally however deliver locally to focus 
on local club development. Corporate functions are nationally managed for consistency 
and best practice

► Golf Australia’s high performance program delivery is reported to work very effectively 
in a matrix structure. Golf Australia’s high performance program runs across Australia 
but is coordinated by GA and its state associations. Each state has a high performance 
program which feeds into GA’s national high performance program pathway. An athlete 
who is a member of the state HP program is part of the national program pathway. 

Option 1: Matrix

Resources have dual reporting relationships, in most cases based on 
function and region, sport

Advantages

► Technical centres of excellence and leading practice

► Greater control over function and team and can more readily ensure lessons learned are 
shared and best practice is adhered to

► Access to expertise is more straightforward as they are in the same team

Limitations

► Work can become disconnected from end members and local needs and requirements

► Work takes place in a silo and therefore can become disconnected from the broader 

system and end user

► Loyalty and effort may be directed at functional success rather than organisational 
success

► Collaboration and multi-disciplinary teaming is not as easy

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► Golf Australia was previously disaggregated across seven autonomous bodies 
responsible for making strategic decisions within each State/Territory. It was reported 
this led to strategic misalignment, confusion and duplication of work; and a poorly 
coordinated/ targeted approach to attracting club members.

Option 2: Functional

Resources have a single reporting line to a specialised function, 
without a regional overlay. This  could be centralised or decentralised

.

Key: Recommended Considered
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EY recommends a matrix structure to ensure both functional technical expertise and regional service delivery and focus
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B. Governance
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B3 Final Board Composition for NewCo1 (1/2)

Advantages

► An even split of Director roles available for election and appointment may provide 
greater comfort to voting member organisations to support the move to a NewCo, as 
they will consider their interests are being adequately represented

► The Board can ensure the unique culture and interests of each of the three cycling 
disciplines

Limitations

► This is not considered a sustainable long term option as the Board is not truly 
representative of the actual mix of members of the three different cycling disciplines 
and the various sub-disciplines within each of these disciplines

► The Board may not deliver the optimal mix of diversity and capability required

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► Sport Australia governance principle 1.8 states that while the Board should “be broadly 
reflective of the organisation’s key stakeholders, [this should not be] …at the expense of 
the board’s skills mix and the organisation's objectives”.

NB: This option was considered as an option for interim Board composition separately in the 
Transition chapter of this report

Option 1: Representative [even quota] Option 2: Representative [proportional]

Board that includes an even number of Director roles available for 

election and appointment across the three legacy NSOs
Proportional board representation based on an agreed determinant 

(e.g. membership, clubs, revenue)

Advantages
► Board is representative of each NSO, assuming the most appropriate determinant can be 

agreed
► Board Directors proportional representation recognises the greater contribution 

(primarily financial) made by the larger sport

Limitations

► Board members may continue to work in siloed ways, pitting the interests of the 
different disciplines, sub-disciplines or states against each other rather than seeking 
whole of sport ‘win-win’ outcomes

► Can lead to a minority of Directors forming small minority coalitions to block decisions 
otherwise supported by a majority of members

Example Proportional Representation Based on Different Determinants

► Assuming an independent Chair is appointed by the other Directors or Sport Australia; 
and the remaining eight Directors are elected by the voting members1 then the 
proportional split for the following determinants would be:

• A proportional Board based on membership2: CA (4); BMXA (2); MTBA (2)

• A proportional Board based on clubs2: CA (5); BMXA (1); MTBA (2)

• A proportional Board based on total revenue for each sport as a whole3: CA (6); 
BMXA (1); MTBA (1)

• A proportional Board based on net asset position for each sport as whole4: CA 
(1); BMXA (6); MTBA (1).

Key: Recommended Considered

1. For analysis of transition board composition options, please see the next chapter of this report
2. Based on membership and club numbers reported by each NSO at the time of conducting the member and club president surveys, October 2018
3. Based on FY17 revenue (as the most recent and publically declared revenue for each NSO). Excludes Sport Australia funding from the Cycling revenue for fair comparison
4. Based on FY17 net asset position of each NSO and SSO.

For all Board Composition options evaluated below, it is recommended as per Lander & Rogers legal advice and Sport Australia Governance Principles that:
(a) six directors elected by the voting members;

(b) up to three directors appointed by the directors of Sport Australia;
(c) NewCo. directors must not hold any official position with an entity within the cycling structure in Australia (i.e. a member club or for-profit entity operating 

within the industry); 
(d) the chair of the company appointed by the directors (i.e. not elected by the members).
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B3 Board Composition for NewCo1 (2/2)

EY recommends an independent board of 5-9 Directors nominated by the Nominations Committee and elected by voting members, with up to 3 of 
these Directors appointed by the Directors and/or Sport Australia, to ensure it is broadly reflective of the organisation’s key stakeholders; with a 

blend of skills, expertise and diversity in line with Sport Australia governance principles 

Advantages

► Encourages a skills based board

► Board’s responsibility is not tied to representing the specific sub-groups (e.g. geographies or sub-disciplines)

► Board takes a whole of cycling and whole of country viewpoint rather than siloed or biased thinking

► Board is representative of membership vote and diversity

Limitations

► The interests of a specific smaller state or sub-discipline may not be adequately considered in key decision 
making

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► As per SAGP 1.8, a sports Board should “have all directors being independent, regardless of whether they 
are elected or appointed”

► Sport Australia board of commissioners is composed of former athletes, business people and journalists with 
expert knowledge of Australian sporting landscape

► As per SAGP 2.2, a Nominations Committee should be established with appropriate knowledge and 
experience of the three disciplines and sports administration and governance to support the appropriate 
nomination of board members for election that bring the required skills and experience to the Board 

► Board should have a process to determine the skills mix of directors required to carry out the board’s 
governance role at any point in time

► Sport Australia recommends NSOs should seek to achieve a target of 40 percent representation of females 
on their boards

► British Cycling 
► Board: independently appoint chair 
► 3 x independent executives (ex military and ex PwC) 
► 3 x nominated 
► 4 x elected through regions & commissions 
► Board has 1 x downhill, 1 x track, 1 x road, 1 x BMX.

Option 3: Independent

Independent board comprised of between five and nine members (as recommended 
by SAGP) elected by voting members

Sport Australia Governance Principles (SAGP)

Principle 1.8: 

► That each board should be structured to reflect the complex operating 
environment facing the modern sporting organisation. Normally, it is 
envisaged that a board will:

► comprise between five and nine directors

► have a sufficient blend of expertise, skills and diversity necessary to 
effectively carry out its role

► have all directors being independent, regardless of whether they are 
elected or appointed

► have the ability to make a limited number of external appointments 
to the board to fill skills gaps

► be broadly reflective of the organisation’s key stakeholders, but 
not at the expense of the board’s skills mix and the organisation's 
objectives

Principle 2.2

► It is important that Boards are comprised of members with a variety of 
skills and experience and who act in the best interests of the 
organisation as a whole.

► To achieve this, a Nominations Committee (NC) should be formed that 
nominates Directors for vacancies upon which the members vote. The 
NC should have at least three people which may be a combination of 
Directors and external appointments. Any external appointees should be 
independent and have significant business and governance expertise.

► The Committee should only comprise persons who are not directly 
involved in the management of the organisation; however, the CEO and 
Human Resources Manager or equivalent should have standing 
invitations to provide clarification where necessary.

Key: Recommended Considered

1. For analysis of transition board composition options, please see the next chapter of this report,
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B4 Term of Board

Advantages

► Board’s responsibility is not tied to representing the specific sub-groups (e.g. 
geographies or sub-disciplines)

► Board takes a whole of cycling and whole of country viewpoint rather than siloed or 
biased thinking

► Board is representative of membership vote and diversity

► Board has the right mix and diversity of skills, experience and mindsets to make 
effective governance decisions

► Term length is validated by our legal advisers Landers and Rogers

Limitations

► The interests of a specific smaller state or sub-discipline are not adequately considered 
in key decision making

Best Practice / Benchmarks
► A staggered rotation system for Board members with with two elected director 

retirements in each year (i.e. around one third of the Board to retire each year)1

► Three year terms for elected directors and terms of up to three years for the appointed 
directors; to encourage Board renewal while retaining corporate memory1.

Three year terms with a maximum of three re-elections

A staggered rotation system for board members with a maximum 
term for the appointed Directors

Sport Australia Governance Principles 

Principle 1: Board composition, roles and powers

Principle 1.8: 

► That each board should be structured to reflect the complex operating environment 
facing the modern sporting organisation. Normally, it is envisaged that a board will:

► institute a staggered rotation system for board members with a maximum term 

in office to encourage board renewal while retaining corporate memory.

1. One Cycling Model Legal Advice November 2018, Lander & Rogers Lawyers. See Appendix H&I for further details
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B5 Member voting (1/2)

Advantages

► Engages grassroots members by giving every member a direct say

► Ensures representative view (assuming all members bother to vote) and that every 
member can have their say, even when their views diverge from those of their club 
leadership

► Affords symbolic equality, which is important in the not-for-profit context, however may 
fail to adequately address the significant contribution made by larger members1 

Limitations

► Can lead to uninformed votes and introduce populist propositions that are not in 
members long term interests

► Member vote rates under such an arrangement can often be very low and can result in a 
well organised minority’s views prevailing that don’t always reflect the majority view 

► May fail to adequately address the significant contribution made by larger clubs with 

more members1 

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► Where this membership voting structure is adopted, very careful consideration must be 
given to the categories of membership granted a vote. It is imperative to ensure that the 
voting system is not easily manipulated or gives voice to those not fully engaged and 
invested in the sport 

► Under this option it may be best to only grant votes to club members.

Option 1: One member one vote Option 2: One club one vote 

Each individual member is granted a single vote Each club is granted a single vote

Advantages
► Can simplify the voting process as fewer base unit votes
► Can ensure that votes are usually more informed as it is the engaged and committed 

leaders of each club voting on behalf of their members

Limitations

► Can be viewed as unrepresentative of the views of all members, with members of 
smaller clubs wielding a disproportionately large influence 

► Runs the risk of disenfranchise big clubs

► Can lead to a minority of members forming small minority coalitions to block decisions 
otherwise supported by a majority of members1

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► Sailing Australia have adopted a one club, one vote voting method and report that it has 
been effective in ensuring the unique needs of different clubs and 
geographies/environments (in their case waterways) continue to be represented.

Key: Recommended Considered

1. One Cycling Model Legal Advice November 2018, Lander & Rogers Lawyers. See Appendix H&I for further details

As per Lander & Rogers legal advice1: “It is important to note that while membership voting rights are commonly expressed as a critical issue for amalgamating entities, 
under the Corporations Act only a relatively small number of matters are within the exclusive purview of the members.  Relevantly, the following matters within the power 
of the members are of fundamental importance:

(a) the right to remove one or all the directors and appoint replacements;
(b) changes to the Constitution or company name;
(c) imposing a board limit resolution; 
(d) winding up the company; and
(e) any other matter expressed in the Constitution to be a matter for members to determine (which we recommend is limited to those matters prescribed by the 

Corporations Act, in accordance with SA's governance commentary)”.
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B5 Member voting (2/2)

EY recommends a proportional club vote as the best approach to be broadly reflective of the organisation’s key stakeholders, while maximising 
the likelihood of informed voting on issues affecting the riders and the sport of cycling

Advantages
► Representative form of voting to the membership base, but without some of the complexities and risks associated 

with a one member one vote option
► Ensures all club members views are represented, as members votes in club leadership roles. 
► Recognises the greater contribution (primarily financial) made by large member numbers to the overall sport1

Limitations

► Smaller clubs or disciplines with genuine and unique needs may not have a voice and wield sufficient influence to 
have their needs met

► Clubs may attempt to stack membership with low cost membership categories. However this can be mitigated by 
ensuring clear and consistent ‘eligible member’ criteria for counting towards the proportion of votes awarded

► Can lead to a minority of members forming small minority coalitions to block decisions otherwise supported by a 

majority of members1

► Non-club members do not have a vote and therefore do not have a mechanism for their voice to be heard

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► Weight club votes based on their size using a scalable weighting formula according to club membership size. Each 
clubs’ vote could then be weighted, with larger clubs’ votes weighted more than smaller clubs. Weightings should be 
moderately differential so that smaller clubs’ votes still have sufficient influence. Optimal weightings will be 
dependent on the distribution of clubs of different membership sizes across the three sports. Weightings should not 
allow a small number of large clubs to collude to pass or defeat motions without any medium – small club support

► As with the one member, one vote option, very careful consideration must be given to the categories of 
membership counted towards assessing the size and therefore weighting a particular club is recognized for. It is 
imperative to ensure that the voting system is not easily manipulated or gives voice to clubs with a high proportion 
of low cost membership categories that are not fully engaged and invested in the sport. 

Option 3: Proportional club vote 

Each club is granted a number of votes using a scalable weighting formula in relation to 
their membership size 

Key: Recommended Considered

1. One Cycling Model Legal Advice November 2018, Lander & Rogers Lawyers. See Appendix H&I for further details
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B6 Authorising environment 

Advantages

► As a smaller decision making group, rapid decision making could be expected (although 
is not a fait a compli)

► A smaller decision making group can reduce the complexity of the decision making 
process

► Clear and unambiguous decision making authority

Limitations

► Decisions do not always take into account or reflect the requirements of specific 
disciplines

► Smaller disciplines are either unwilling to join NewCo (for fear of being drowned out by 
the dominant and larger disciplines) or join but become disenfranchised and elect to 
leave NewCo

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► A decision making framework to support executive decision making accountability, 
delegations and authority levels is recommended for any organisation.

Option 1: Executive Management Decision Making Option 2: Executive and Commission Decision Making

Executive management are the key decision makers of business as 

usual activity, with the board providing governing oversight
Technical, and discipline specific commissions are established as 

committees by the Board to contribute to decisions that specifically 
impact the running of each discipline

Advantages

► Discipline commissions (in effect these are committees appointed by the Board) are 
established to provide advice to the Board and management that advances the 
management and development of a particular aspect or discipline according to the 
unique requirements, culture and members of each discipline (including any changes to 
rules, policies or procedures as appropriate).

► Helps to preserve the unique culture of each discipline (a key expectation of the majority 
of members and state bodies consulted as part of this project) and ensure that NewCo 
doesn’t become one huge monolithic culture and organisation

► Provides a check and balance of commission and board decision making

Limitations

► Slows decision making if not managed effectively

► Adds complexity to decision making

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► Establish clear Terms of Reference that includes the commission’s role, skill and 
availability requirements, meeting management, composition and appointment, and 
information sharing

► British Cycling setup discipline specific commissions when it moved away from a 
federated model and retains these commissions to this day as effective ‘committees of 
the board’. It was reported these were “critical to maintaining the unique culture of each 
discipline”. To be effective however they must have the right skills and enough capacity. 
To ensure this, British Cycling provide a paid Secretariat for each Commission to ensure 
there is the capacity to maintain good standards and disciplines so the Commission is 
effective in its role. 

EY recommends establishing discipline specific commissions as committees of the Board; and a clear decision making framework to guide 
executive decision making accountability, delegations, authority levels and when to involve a commission in a decision

Key: Recommended Considered
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C. Value Proposition
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Option 1: xxx

EY recommends using a focused, segmented approach to market by creating clear differentiating strategies for high performance
and racing and the recreational rider 

C7 Target members

Target both race and recreational/commuter riders

Advantages
► An effective segmentation strategy has the potential to affect all service delivery and provide input into strategy and vision 
► Improve the three disciplines’ position in the cycling market 
► The three disciplines can strengthen their presence in a lucrative cycling market 
► Increase engagement in the female segment to address the disproportionately low number of female members in all three disciplines
► A more streamlined approach to integrate talent pathways across the three disciplines can funnel high potential talent into the sport they are physiologically best suited toward and/or 

help retain athletes within the broader sport of cycling by facilitating transitions between sports
► Can provide riders exposure to all disciplines within cycling at an early age can: a) enhance their development; and b) provide them the opportunity to explore which discipline they might 

be best suited towards
► Participation initiatives could be marketed across all cycling disciplines with an effective talent pathway program

Limitations

► Requires adequate investment and clear understanding of market demographics and customer segmentation. This requires access to quality member data, potential third party for data 
collection and internal capability for analysis 

► Requires a new strategy, vision and a commitment to change 

Best Practice / Benchmarks
► The Cycling USA website is an example of how an organisation directs all members in the cycling community to a central hub (their website) where they have access to all available 

disciplines and their relevant information. Similarly British Cycling’s website offers one entry point for all disciplines, with customised web pages  for each as a browser ‘double clicks’ 
through the site

► Golf Australia segments product offerings by age group (My Golf (5-12, Swing Fit (16+), Teenage Program (13-18) and Adult Learn to Play. This represents a coordinated approach to 
product development of entire product portfolio 

► Golf Australia has realised efficiencies in Marketing investment through centralised planning and communication where they are able to streamline programming.

Target the estimated ~4M Australian bicycle riders1 (if you ever ride a bike, you are a target) from cradle to grave fostering a life-long love of 
cycling using a focused, segmented approach to market to address unmet needs of members and non-members alike, including recreational and 

commuter riders 

1. National cycling participation survey, 2015
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Option 1: xxx

Member services (1/2)

Option 1: Enhance existing member services 

Enhancement opportunities of existing services could include (but not limited to):
► Simplify event registration and results recording using digital technology
► Centralise cycling event calendars, member data, race results information and historic records
► Establish one partner insurance provider to negotiate best member deal as a result of buying power and risk diversification
► Improve the consistency in the application of rules across states (CA and BMXA). 

► Create shared and formalised training coaching and commissaire courses across the NSOs where skill sets overlap. This could minimise the demand-supply gaps for coaches

► Develop consistent support materials to assist clubs to apply for local grants and effectively manage club funds for maximum member benefit

► Shared corporate services model to alleviate the current duplication and inefficiencies and reinvest savings back into initiatives outlined above to benefit members

Advantages
► Avoids the complexity of further changes required in the short term 
► Increased member satisfaction, willingness to pay and retention could be expected
► Gives ease of access to racing members who enjoy racing more than one discipline
► Could increase the number of riders racing in new disciplines and hence increase the cross-discipline participation 
► Where previously a multi-race licence acted as a barrier to entry for cross-discipline racing, this is now eliminated 
► Establishing a single insurance partner improves the ability to negotiate supplier contracts and potentially realise significant savings; also pooling together of claims history of all riders 

(57k) could see premiums decrease as it spreads risk over NewCo’s larger membership base  

Limitations

► There are some unmet needs and opportunities for new service provision (beyond existing services) identified through consultations and the member survey that would not be addressed, 
such as desire for advocacy for rider safety and greater lobbying for facilities and tracks

► If it is agreed that the target members for NewCo is all cyclists, then simply enhancing existing services is unlikely to fully address unmet needs nor expand the member value proposition 
to attract in more recreational riders 

► Members that only race in one discipline could perceive the one race license as not beneficial to them and not optimal value for money. This could potentially act as a barrier to entry for 
these riders

► Some disciplines are more risky than others so the pooling together of claims history might see some riders from less risky disciplines lose out with higher premiums

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► Ski & Snowboard Australia (SSA) provides a number of insurance policies for clubs, athletes, coaches/officials and snow sport supporters. SSA have provided Ski and Snowboard clubs, 
both competitive and recreational clubs, with public liability insurance for a number of years. They also provide policy options for Australian athletes who require cover while competing 
internationally as well as a standard snow focused travel policy for their family members and supporters of SSA

► British Cycling utilises one insurance and legal provider for their members.

Look for ways to enhance the current service offerings across the three disciplines leveraging the advantages of NewCo and a single membership 
database

C8
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Member services (2/2) 

Option 2: Enhance and expand member services

Expanded new member services could include (but not limited to):
► Investigate the feasibility of developing lobbying capability and capacity to lobby for improved / more facilities and infrastructure, for example the member survey revealed 59% of existing 

members who responded to that survey indicated this would be one of their top 3 changes they would like to see of any change to the structure and governance of the sport (See EY One 
Cycling Member Experience Survey, dated 30th Oct. for details)

► Investigate feasibility of developing advocacy capability and capacity; or partnering or merging with other advocacy based organisations following formation of NewCo to advocate for 
cyclists / riders rights including safety (the member survey revealed 49% of existing members who responded to that survey indicated this would be one of their top 3 changes they would 
like to see of any change to the structure and governance of the sport). Furthermore, desktop research revealed a key value proposition of Bicycle Network (which attracts membership of 
many recreational riders) is advocacy

► Introduce one race licence for members where members purchase a universal race license that enables them to race in all disciplines. To race, members should still be required to be a 
member of a club to ensure those that all racers give back at some point through club based volunteering

► Introduce customised insurance products that target the different needs of race and recreational riders for all cycling disciplines
► Specific membership offerings for volunteers such as accreditations and clearly defined volunteer and career pathways for sports administration

Advantages
► Attract new members to the NewCo, particularly  recreational riders, through additional member value propositions such as advocacy
► Improve the perception of value for existing memberships 
► NSOs can specifically target members interested in their discipline and market these offerings accordingly  
► Improve the NSO’s position in the cycling market 

Limitations

► Challenging competition in the advocacy space - organisations such as Bicycle Network and Amy Gillett foundation already have significant membership base and advocacy is their core 
business. Currently advocacy is not a core competency of the existing NSOs

► May increase complexity of the organisation and the management of different memberships 

► May exceed the capacity for change of the NSOs while adapting to a new integrated structure and ways of working – this could be mitigated by staggering the timing of the introduction of 
any new expanded member services

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► Ski and Snowboard Australia has been successful utilising customised offerings based on snow sport type (alpine, x country, freestyle, snowboard).  Memberships segmented by 
membership categories, with each category including set of criteria based on who is eligible to apply for each membership. This allows for customisations (i.e. not all x country racers will 
be interested in pursuing a snowboarding membership)

► Australian Sailing is implementing a national volunteer workforce training program aimed at training club executives on how to manage, motivate and train volunteers and for volunteers 
themselves (through interactive online training and buddy/peer training) to improve the service quality at club level.

Enhancing member services (in ways described on the previous page) but also expanding member services to include advocacy, lobbying and 
specific customised offers for specific disciplines (e.g. freestyle BMX) and member segments (e.g. female riders)

C8

EY recommends enhancing and expanding member services to realise the full potential of NewCo, so that both existing members satisfaction and 
retention rates are enhanced and more new members are attracted to NewCo by meeting unmet needs (particularly of recreational riders)

Key: Recommended Considered
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Option 1: xxx

Cross discipline, club and non-club membership offers are customised and priced to reflect key member segment needs

Advantages
► Eliminates the potential barriers to entry for riders who do not wish to be members of clubs. While the proposition of club membership can be attractive for some riders (e.g. through a 

sense of belonging, social opportunities, club support and activities); for others this may be a disincentive to join as club membership may be associated with commitment, volunteer hours 
and unwanted social engagements

► Those members who are not interested in racing will be able to access memberships that are optimal value for money for a non-racer 
► Consider introducing different ‘user pay’ pricing models to reduce barriers to entry, such as a lower membership fee structure and racer pays ‘capitation fees’ per race entry
► Introduce a lower cost insurance product by leveraging the buying power of one NewCo for all cycling disciplines

Limitations

► Limits the opportunities for engagement that clubs provide to members

► Non-club members will have no influence as only clubs get to vote

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► MTBA already does not require members to join a club, with no adverse impacts reported

► Annual membership fees should remain as the preferred option of the majority of members surveyed (73%)

► Better targeted membership types not only present an opportunity to attract more members, but also to capture more value from existing members, with 60% of members who responded 
to the member survey indicating they would be willing to pay an additional $10 per year if enhanced (e.g. one race license) or new additional benefits (e.g. advocacy) were included.

Club and non-club membership offers that are customised to reflect key member segment needs, do not require the members to be associated 
with a club or to hold a race licence, and are priced consistently across the nation

C9 Membership type/fee
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Option 1: xxx

CA BMXA MTBA

Collection of state offices with nominated head office 

Branding & Channels (1/2)

One umbrella brand with sub brands to preserve the unique identify of the three disciplines 

Advantages of the umbrella brand
► One umbrella brand makes a clear statement of intent and helps establish a more nationally recognisable brand
► Improved ability to negotiate supplier contracts through a coordinated approach to funding sources for the one umbrella brand
► Sports can better sell themselves to capture philanthropic donations, health grants from the government and other government funding because of a variety of people the organisation 

can reach within their programs 
► Consistent branding for similar programs offered across the country
► Eliminates competitive sponsorships (between states and territories)
► Removes duplication of marketing effort and spend
► Cycling can be funded under a national model and aligned with national objectives
► Central tracking and management of all revenue and expenses through a single national budget for cycling will support the initiatives of national strategies 

Advantages of also having the sub-brands
► Supports the unique identity of each discipline and their connection to specific member segments and niche sponsorship and partners (e.g. sponsorship may only have interest in one 

discipline)
► Demonstrates a strong understanding of market demographics and customer segmentation for commercial partners 
► NewCo develops clear differentiated strategies for high performance and participation that is supported and delivered through of unique sub brands
► Mitigates risk of cycling becoming mono-cultured. Losing unique identity of each sport and discipline and do not stand out and have a brand of their own

Limitations 
► Rebranding and distributing your brand and marketing budget across multiple brands can dilute the brand recognition
► Targeted national advertisement campaign to introduce new brand with associated sub brands can be costly to implement 

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► Customer service provision (voice, online and in person) ensuring that sport specific queries can always be answered by the right people 

► The rebranding of Australian Sailing (previously Yachting Australia) demonstrates a clear statement of intent that organizational reforms to a one management model.

NewCo adopts an umbrella national brand whilst maintaining the national sub-brands for each sport. NewCo adopts a multi-channel strategy

D10
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Option 1: xxx

Branding & Channels (2/2) 

Multi channel strategy

Advantages
► Maximal awareness for current members, the broader cycling community and future potential members
► Provides a platform to better utilise ambassadors within each discipline
► Consistent and clear marketing messages and engagement of members directed through multiple channels 
► Rids the ‘state interested mindset’ where every state is now directed by the same unified strategy
► Will ensure communication delivery happens, make messaging consistent and ensure it reaches recipients in a timely fashion 
► Review and change of communication to clubs, associations and members with aim to make it relevant, targeted and easy to consume 
► Improve tangible value to clubs and members and enabling technology foundation
► Initiatives can be marketed across all three disciplines
► Social networking platforms have the ability to increase self-organised sport participation 

Limitations

► Represents the highest cost option

► Coordination of messaging will take time and effort to implement initially 

► Customer service provision (voice, online and in person) ensuring that sport specific queries can always be answered by the right people 

► Requires central platforms (web-based) for all NSOs and their members

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► Australia is undergoing a data revolution, with more and more data captured everyday and advances in analytics we are able to identify previously inaccessible trends and insights. Most 
sports are not advanced users of technology and data and while the decision in June 2014 by the ABS to stop tracking sports participation leaves Australia disadvantaged to the trends 
impacting sport 

► Australian Sport Technology Network develops integrated frameworks for the use of technology in Australian sport.

NewCo will utilise multiple channels to access its members; online, print, outreach and shopfront 

D10
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Option 1: xxx

Collection of state offices with nominated head office 

Funding sources

Grow existing revenue and attract new funding sources

Summary
► Continue to rely on membership as a major revenue stream, but look to grow this through targeted member value propositions and enhanced member services/experience

► Continue to rely on Government funding and grants, but look to grow these by demonstrating greater efficiency and stronger ROI on investment to attract more investors and greater 
sums

► Attract new funding sources (e.g. sponsorship) through a larger, better connected membership base, more mature digital communication strategy, enhanced events management and 
promotion, and stronger links with adjacent organisations with interests in sport (e.g. tourism, health and targeting philanthropic donations)

Advantages
► Improved financial sustainability by diversifying funding sources and therefore risk; and improving the viability and profitability of operations
► Access to new sources of funding and new audiences which can help to promote the sport of cycling to non members outside of the sport of cycling culture but who do ride a bike
► Enables the delivery of a greater range and higher quality services with more funding
► Non-government sources of funding are an increasingly important contributor to the funding of sport
► Sport Australia is determined to reduce NSO dependency on government funding 

Limitations

► Certain obligations and KPIs attached to funding and grants can interfere with core activities 

► Risk that NewCo will cannibalise some funding with States and Territories (for example: some states make available grants capped at a maximum amount for each sporting organisation. By 
reducing the number of sporting organisations from three to one, the NewCo may be cannibalising some of this funding (reducing the ability to access this money by two-thirds) 

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► Philanthropic donations to Australian sport significantly lag international best practise (BCG, Intergenerational review of Australian Sport, 2017)

► In 2012, 54% of UK’s high-performance funding was supported by their national lottery (BCG, Intergenerational review of Australian Sport, 2017)

► The Georgina Hope Foundation supports Australian sports such as swimming and rowing.

As a NewCo, with a larger membership base, there is an opportunity to not only grow existing revenue through enhancing member experience, 
diversifying the member value proposition and demonstrating greater efficiency and ROI; but also to strategically target specific new funding 
sources (e.g. sponsorship, partnerships, new service offerings) by establishing a dedicated ‘Commercial team’ with the required capability to 

attract sponsors, partnerships (e.g. with Health and/or Tourism Departments), and harvest additional revenue from new service offerings

D11
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Independent board elected by 
voting members that is 

reflective of the 
organisation’s key members; 

with a blend of skills, 
expertise and diversity

3. Board composition

4. Term of board 

A Structure B Governance C Value Proposition

8. Member services

Enhanced and expanded 

member services to realise 
the full potential of NewCo

6. Authorising 
environment 

Cycling discipline 
commissions are established 
and a clear decision making 

framework to guide executive 
decision making

D

One brand with sub brands 
and a multi-channel strategy 

10. Branding & Channels 

Each club granted a number 
of votes proportional to their 

membership size

5. Member voting 

The establishment of a single 
‘NewCo’ with a unitary 

structure owned by the clubs

1. Organisation 
Structure

Summary of final recommended future state business model - One Cycling

Below is a summary of the recommended future state structure, governance, value proposition and funding focus to best allow for desired benefits to be realised. The 
following chapter deals with how the three NSOs might transition to this future state. 

9. Membership type/fee

Club and non-club 

membership offers that are 
customised to reflect key 

member segment needs and 
price points; priced 

consistently across the nation

11. Funding sources 

Grow existing revenue and
strategically target specific 

new funding sources by 
establishing a dedicated 

‘Commercial team’ 

Funding

2. Function Structure

A matrix structure where 
some employees have dual 
reporting relationships, in 

most cases based on function 
and region to ensure both 
technical excellence and a 
local service delivery focus

A staggered rotation system 
for board members with a 

maximum term

7. Target members

Target the estimated ~4M 
Australian bicycle riders 

using a segmented, focussed 
approach

Key: Option recommended
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5. Transition Considerations
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Transition considerations

In order to successfully transition to the recommended future state structure and governance model outlined in the previous chapter, each 
sport’s constitution requires 75% of members to vote in favour. For CA and BMXA, this means six out of the eight SSOs must vote in favour of 
the proposed changes.  For MTBA, this means 75% of individual members who cast a vote must vote in favour of the proposed changes.

It is therefore critical that the transition is well planned and key stakeholders are consulted and engaged such that they clearly understand the 
proposed changes, what they are giving up, and what they stand to gain from their perspective. Based on EY’s experience of undertaking 
numerous business transformations and mergers, and based on the advice and experience shared by Lander & Rogers, a clear transition 
approach that addresses the below considerations will be critical to realising the future state business model changes.

This chapter provides a high level discussion of each of the three transition considerations outlined above in turn.

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

a. Define the transition approach in a 
way that maximises confidence in 
and support for the future 
structure and governance model

b. In particular, consider the optimal 
interim board composition and 
term, transfer of assets, and 
transfer of people and culture to 
maximise support for the NewCo

2
Plan Transition

a. Explain the reasons for considering 
the change and socialise the 
proposed future state

b. Outline the benefits for both 
members and the sport, in order to 
build buy-in and support for the 
proposed future state

c. Seek to understand the position of 
members and how incentives and 
dis-benefits can be used to 
influence opinion

1
Engage Stakeholders

Consider the optimal timing and 
sequencing of undertaking key 

components of the change

3
Develop a Timeline
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1. Engaging Stakeholders
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Engagement Principles and Methods

The success of the transition will ultimately be determined by the extent of support for the new model among individual members (all three disciplines). The constitution 
of MTBA requires 75% support among voting individual members; while the constitution of BMXA and CA requires 75% support of SSOs (i.e. 6 out of 8 SSOs). However 
SSOs can be expected to ultimately reflect the will of their clubs and individual members. Other stakeholders’ support, such as NSO and SSO employees and volunteers, 
Sport Australia, state and local governments will mediate member support. Clearly outlining the case for change, and the benefits for each stakeholder segment (i.e. 
identifying the ‘What’s In It For Me?”) will be key to the prospects of realising NewCo. 

A clear message on the purpose, objectives and intended steps / timing to get there will be essential to engaging stakeholders and building a common understanding of 
the journey to be embarked upon. It is recommended the following engagement principles and methods are considered as part of the overall stakeholder engagement
strategy:

Engagement Principles

► Transparency to build trust in the process and those leading the process, 
being up front about trade-offs and compromises that may need to be made 

► Clearly explaining the rationale for decisions

► Clearly outlining the case for change

► Identifying the benefits and value proposition for each stakeholder segment 
(please see the next two pages for some suggested benefits by stakeholder 
segment)

► Acknowledge any drawbacks for each stakeholder segment, and seek to 
identify ways to negate or compensate for these (where feasible)

► Consider local needs and requirements

► Say it. Then say it again.

Engagement Methods

► Adopt a multi-channel strategy so all stakeholders have the opportunity to 
contribute including:

► Town halls
► Newsletters
► FAQS

► Provide ways for members to share ideas and provide feedback 

► Enrol key opinion leaders and local influencers to help lead and support the 
change communications.
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Based on our findings and recommendations, EY identified the NewCo. value 
proposition for six stakeholder groups (1/2)

► Provide a unique suite of offerings to all members in the cycling community, including one race licence 

► Clear differentiating strategies for high performance and the recreational rider 

► Improving access to races which is the top driver for riders wanting to become members 

► Eliminating the duplication from multiple insurance coverages that exist with multiple memberships 

► Direct all members in the cycling community to a central hub (website) where they can have access to all available disciplines and 
information

► A voting system that adequately represents the relative size of members/clubs and states

► A national management structure presents the sport of cycling as dynamic and appealing to all generations

► Higher quantity and quality services

► Lobbying for facilities upgrades and improved infrastructure 

► Advocacy for safety

► Increasing the volume of social rides marketed to and available for the recreational rider 

► Maintaining the preferred annual membership payments.

For all riders 
(members and 
non-members) 

1

Facilitate the disciplines’ ability to respond quickly to threats and opportunities, decreasing reliance on financial support and intervention 
from Sport Australia

One entity for high performance funding for increased efficiency 

Building a strong and sustainable level of communication and trust between each NSO

Financial stability of all NSOs where they can diversify their sources of revenue and identify alternate funding sources 

NSOs adopt a more efficient model of governance.

For Sport 
Australia

3

Outlined below are some potential value propositions of NewCo. for the stakeholder groups that will play a key role in enabling (or blocking) the change:  

► Ensure the right environment at clubs is attractive to all members, the racers and the recreational riders 

► Alleviate the demands from volunteers who are time poor by improving club administration and competencies

► Increase the supply of adequate coaching and quality resources

► Increased coordination of clubs with NewCo by proving access to shared repositories, data and technology 

► Coordinating racing and event calendars for all disciplines to avoid clashes when hosting events. 

For clubs 

2
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Based on our findings, EY identified the NewCo value proposition for six 
stakeholder groups (2/2)

► Suppliers and commercial sponsors have access to a wider and more diverse membership pool

► Larger entity with larger reach and membership base more attractive to private sector partners for marketing and brand building For partners 
purposes. 

4

► Greater return on investment through investing in a more efficient and possibly more effective organisation

► Better organisation and quality of events hosted in states can attract tourism

► Collaboration for trails and infrastructure developments that support the tourism industry

► One entity to direct and negotiate sport and recreational funding.

For state and local 
governments 

5

► Creating career development and progression pathways for staff within each discipline. Allowing for advancement and exposure in a 
more dynamic organisation

► Encouraging people within each NSO to want to adapt and learn

For NewCo 
employees

2
► Creating career development and progression pathways for staff within each discipline. Allowing for advancement and exposure in a 

more dynamic organisation

► Encouraging people within each NSO to want to adapt and learn.

For NewCo 
employees

6

► National roles that those with the right skillsets and experience can transition to with even greater influence at a national level (e.g. 
discipline based commission roles)

► Continuation of state based roles in running club and state events and delivering local services to members

► Opportunity to create their own legacy by playing a role in voting in and transitioning to a unique, national organisation that ultimately 
can be expected to accelerate the growth of the sport of cycling as a whole.

For SSO board 
members, CEOs, 
officials and 
dignitaries

7
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1 Interim Board - Composition 

Recommendation:

► Based on our experience and consistent with legal advice from Lander & Rogers, “it is preferable for each NSO to appoint a certain percentage of the transitional directors, rather than 
electing a group of new directors.  This ensures sufficient corporate memory and understanding of the respective sports are retained within NewCo.  By contrast, the final board should 
comprise of elected (non-representative) directors”1

► To ensure a level of independence in the transitional board, we recommend an external chair is appointed for the transitional term. This view is also shared by our legal advisors, Lander & 
Rogers, who further suggests that the independent external chair should have “sufficient stature and reputation within sport or the broader industry that they would have respect of each 
of the NSOs” 1

► On the question of whether the interim representative board is based on an even quota or on a proportional quota (based on an agreed determinant), it is recommended that the merits of 
the different representative interim board configurations are discussed and negotiated, with the configuration that is able to provide “all parties confidence in the future direction and 
priorities of the amalgamated body”  as the one that should be adopted. This recommendation is also supported by Lander & Rogers, who state in their advice: “there is no legal 
requirement to have a particular structure for a transitional board.  Ultimately the solution will be one that each of the NSOs is comfortable with, so they are prepared to agree to the 
proposed unification and transfer of assets and operations to NewCo. For this reason, the final determination will primarily be driven by the NSOs1”

► EY acknowledges the complex dynamics in relation to this decision, and so recommends a period of further consultation and negotiation to finalise the interim board configuration following 
confirmation of the preferred One Cycling future state governance and structure end state.

Implement an Interim Board 

Sport Australia Governance Principle 1.10 indicates that “where two or more bodies are amalgamating, an interim board arrangement occurs in 
order for all parties to be confident about the future direction and priorities of the amalgamated body. In the interim arrangement, the board of 
the new organisation would include equal representation drawn from the boards of the amalgamating bodies or representatives nominated by 

each of the amalgamating groups’ interests. This should be independently chaired. This interim arrangement would operate for a finite period of 
time, at the end of which a new board structure should be adopted”

A key transition decision is to decide the configuration of the transitional board required when amalgamating organisations. 

As there are advantages and disadvantages to the different representative board configuration options for the interim Board, and no legal 
requirement to have a particular interim board structure, EY recommends each NSO enters into a period of negotiation to identify and agree the 

preferred configuration of the interim board that will deliver strongest support for the desired future end state NewCo model, and provide all 
parties greatest confidence in the future direction and priorities of the amalgamated body, in compliance with Sport Australia governance 

principles

1. One Cycling Model Legal Advice November 2018, Lander & Rogers Lawyers. See Appendix H&I for further details
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2 Interim Board - Term 

► Under the Corporations Act, a public company must hold an annual general meeting within 18 months after its registration. Similarly, the first financial year of a company starts on the day 
it is registered and lasts for 12 months, or such period not longer than 18 months as determined by the directors1

► The proposed transitional period would allow the directors discretion as to when the first AGM was held, while providing comfort to members that the transitional period would conclude no 
later than 18 months after registration of NewCo1 

► An alternative proposed by Lander & Rogers is to allow transitional Directors to hold office until the second AGM. EY’s view is that this longer duration transitional board should only be 
considered should the above proposal not provide all parties sufficient confidence about the future direction and priorities of NewCo

► As per Lander & Rogers advice, it is recommended the following occurs in relation to the first election of directors by NewCo's membership at the first AGM of the company:
• each of the six elected director positions become vacant;
• of the six positions, two are elected for one year, two for two years and two for three years, to establish the staggered rotation system;
• transitional directors, and any individual who was previously an NSO director, remain eligible to nominate for election; and
• the position of independent chair ceases to exist, with the new chair appointed by the new directors at the first board meeting after the AGM1.

Transitional Directors hold office until the first AGM of NewCo (18 months)

Sport Australia Governance Principle 1.10 indicates that “where two or more bodies are amalgamating, an interim board arrangement occurs in 
order for all parties to be confident about the future direction and priorities of the amalgamated body. In the interim arrangement, the board of 
the new organisation would include equal representation drawn from the boards of the amalgamating bodies or representatives nominated by 

each of the amalgamating groups’ interests. This should be independently chaired. This interim arrangement would operate for a finite period of 
time, at the end of which a new board structure should be adopted”

A key transition decision is to decide the term of the transitional board. 

In line with Lander & Rogers recommendation, EY recommends transitional Directors hold office until the first AGM, unless a longer term (e.g. to 
a second AGM) is absolutely necessary to gain the confidence of key stakeholders in the future direction and priorities of NewCo

1. One Cycling Model Legal Advice November 2018, Lander & Rogers Lawyers. See Appendix H&I for further details
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Option 1: xxx

Collection of state offices with nominated head office 

Asset Transition

Transfer and integration of each SSO and NSO assets to NewCo to be based on a set of guiding principles

Example Common Principles (for consideration)
► The assets of a ceasing entity should be transferred in full, rather than a piecemeal approach1

► The assets could be contributed on a ‘net cash per member’ basis (defined as “buy-in amount” for the purposes of this discussion). Where the calculated buy-in amount results in surplus 
cash for a SSO or NSO this would be quarantined for their discipline/geography. Where the calculated buy-in amount is greater than the net cash position of the SSO or NSO, the 
organisation contributes what they can afford; with any buy-in balance owing to be forgiven or topped up by an external funding source (although this cannot be assumed – see Discussion 
section below)

► It is a reasonable expectation for retained funds from a particular member state, or NSO, to be used solely in that jurisdiction, or for that sport, for a period of time after governance 
change occurs (although not necessarily indefinitely) 1. Formal arrangements would need to be put in place to ensure these quarantined amounts are spent appropriately. It should be
noted however that the aim should be to minimise the number of pools of restricted/quarantined cash, in order to maximise management flexibility of NewCo

► It is important for all parties involved to understand legal concepts such as:
• members of an Australian sporting body are not the 'owners' in the same manner as shareholders, and do not have any right to receive the retained funds of the entity; and
• the legal not-for-profit obligations imposed on Australian sporting entities ensure the entirety of the assets and income must be used to pursue the not-for-profit objects, which 

will relate to the administration and advancement of the sport as a whole1

Discussion
► If additional external financial support could be secured to assist with the establishment of NewC0., this would ultimately increase the likelihood of the NewCo model gaining the support of 

SSOs and NSOs. However, EY’s consultation process did not establish the willingness of any external funding sources to contribute financially to the transition, and therefore this cannot 
be assumed. Furthermore, the quantum of any potential financial contribution from an external funding sources is likely to be dependent on the final asset (cash and other assets) 
contribution of each NSO and SSO and the final model design and expected benefits being confirmed. 

► NewCo will need the capacity to appropriately acquit state-based funding to ensure continued support of state-based funding agencies

Advantages
► Potentially removes some of the objections / barriers to SSOs and NSOs committing to the NewCo
► A fair and equitable way for each state to ensure their state and members are the direct beneficiaries of historic funds raised and financial management 
► If managed effectively, net asset consolidation provides an opportunity to re-capitalise all of cycling to make it more stable and optimal and enable cost savings and investment in ways 

that will directly benefit members.

Limitations

► May continue to reinforce the state based and sport/discipline based mindsets, rather than promoting the desired national and one cycling approach. However, given this transition in 
culture and mindset is likely to be a gradual one over time, this is considered an approach that will encourage more administrators and members to be in favour of taking a first step 
towards One Cycling

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► British Cycling manage assets from a national headquarters, however they do maintain the ability to partition out specific funding and expenditure to demonstrate performance, efficiency 
and expenditure to specific funders, particularly to the Scottish and Welsh Governments who require visibility of performance and expenditure in these jurisdictions.

NewCo transition financial, technology and other assets based on a set of agreed principles once NewCo structure is agreed

3

NewCo transition financial, technology and other assets and the selection of each state office location and the nominated head office based on a 
set of agreed principles once NewCo structure agreed

1. One Cycling Model Legal Advice November 2018, Lander & Rogers Lawyers. See Appendix H&I for further details
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Option 1: xxx

Collection of state offices with nominated head office 

People and Culture Transition and Integration

Retain critical skillsets and corporate knowledge and cultivate a trust and reciprocity based One-Cycling culture

Advantages
► Identify, engage and retain critical skillsets
► Build trust and goodwill by treating existing staff and volunteers with dignity and respect
► Increases the likelihood of support for and with the transition to NewCo
► Retains critical corporate knowledge that will be required to support the transition
► Minimises redundancy costs by identifying transferable skills of those in duplicative roles and facilitating their transition into new roles in the structure

Limitations

► May result in the retention of some individuals who do not fit with the future vision or skill set requirement of NewCo. However, individual transition plans can be developed to support the 
redeployment of such individuals over time without eroding trust of retained staff and volunteers

Best Practice / Benchmarks

► Establishing a workforce transition committee to plan and communicate workforce transition to ensure employees of the NSOs and SSOs are supported in transitioning to the new 
structure and roles (where applicable); and to ensure business continuity and ongoing high standard member service provision during the time of transition

► British Cycling CEO highlighted trust, strong management and KPIs as being critical to the effective deployment of a national matrix structure and the evolution of the workforce and 
volunteer base to the profile required for the future. 

NewCo transition existing staff (and volunteers, including Board members) to NewCo structure wherever possible, and take steps to foster a trust 
based One-Cycling culture that takes a national view of the sport and considers opportunities on their merits for the greater good of the sport

4

Identify and retain critical skillsets and corporate knowledge, support the redeployment of duplicative roles to new roles within the new structure 
where possible to preserve goodwill and minimise redundancy costs. Develop a strategic workforce plan to ensure future appointments meet key 

capability and capacity gaps and reshape the workforce profile to what is needed for the future
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3. Next Steps and Timeframe
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Next Steps

1. Establish a NewCo Implementation Steering Committee made up of the existing Project Steering Committee and also the National CA, BMXA and MTBA 
Presidents to continue cross discipline discussions and advance negotiations in relation to specific features of the proposed NewCo structure and governance 

model. Involvement of other NSO Non-Executive Directors (e.g. one per NSO) and one or two state presidents may be desirable

2. Involve potential nominated transitional board members from each NSO in the NewCo Implementation Steering Group as early as is practical  

3. Identify a One Cycling reference group to test any decisions with a wider set of stakeholders in relation to the preferred One Cycling business model

4. Define a set of “go, no-go” criteria that defines thresholds for proceeding with the proposed NewCo model

5. Develop a communications plan and stakeholder engagement schedule in readiness for consulting clubs and members in relation to the proposed future state

6. Develop key communications materials (e.g. presentations, FAQs) and key messages for each state and discipline that articulate clearly what members will 

need to give up and what they will receive in return. 

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.
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Timeframe for moving to a Unitary Structure

The following table sets out the minimum timeframe in which the legal steps necessary for BMXA and CA to move to a Unitary Structure are achievable. It is 
important to note that based on Lander & Rogers advice, the time period to undertake fundamental governance change extends substantially beyond the strict 
‘regulatory’ timeframes. This predominantly relates to the period necessary to engage with and provide sufficient comfort to the requisite majority of voting members 
that the proposed changes are in the best interests of the organisation and the sport.

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

#
Summary of step Minimum time Cumulative time 

Process commences

1
Member state distributes notice of general meeting including necessary 

resolutions
21 days prior to general meeting Start

2
At least 75% of voting members of member state approve cancellation / 

winding up of entity
At general meeting 21 days

Member states in a position to approve move to Unitary Structure

3
NSO distributes notice of general meeting including necessary 

resolutions*
21 days prior to general meeting 22 days

4 At least 75% of the member states approve moving to a unitary structure At general meeting 43 days

Member states approve move to Unitary Structure

5
Each member state: (i) transfers assets and liabilities to NSO; or (ii) 
commences winding up process and subsequently distributes surplus 
assets to NSO 

ASAP after step 4 - minimum 1 day** 44 days

Unitary Structure practically achieved

6
Each member state lodges cancellation application / completes winding 

up process

As soon as all assets have been 
transferred / distributed - minimum 1 
day**

45 days

Unitary Structure fully achieved

7 Each member state is cancelled or wound up
Between 14 days and 4 months after 

lodgement of application***
165 days
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Timeframe for moving to NewCo (from three Unitary Structures)

The following table sets out the minimum timeframe in which the legal steps necessary for the establishment of NewCo to be achievable. It is important to note 
that based on Lander & Rogers advice, the time period to undertake fundamental governance change extends substantially beyond the strict ‘regulatory’ 
timeframes. This predominantly relates to the period necessary to engage with and provide sufficient comfort to the requisite majority of voting members that the 
proposed changes are in the best interests of the organisation and the sport.

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

# Summary of step Minimum time Cumulative time 
Process commences

1 Undertake process required for Option 1* 45 days* 45 days*
Each NSO is a unitary structure

2
Each NSO distributes notice of general meeting including necessary 

resolutions

21 days prior to general meeting 46 days

3

At least 75% of voting members of each NSO approve cancellation / 
winding up of entity and transfer of assets to NewCo, and initial Newco 
Constitution / directors / members

At general meeting 67 days

NSOs agree to NewCo
4 Application to register NewCo Immediately following general meeting 68 days
5 ASIC registers NewCo 1 - 2 days** 70 days

NewCo established

6

Either:

- each NSO and NewCo execute a transfer of business agreement; or

- NSO's commence voluntary winding up

Immediately following registration of NewCo 71 days

7

Either:

- completion of each transfer agreement (and transfer of assets/liabilities); 
or

- completion of winding up process for NSOs

ASAP - dependent on transfer requirements 
of particular assets held by each NSO - 1 -
30 days***

101 days

NewCo fully operational

8

Either:

- NSO lodges voluntary deregistration application; or

- NSO completes voluntary winding up process

As soon as all assets have been transferred 
/ distributed - minimum 1 day

102 days

9
Each NSO is deregistered At least 2 months after lodgement of 

application****

162 days

Process fully finalised
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8. Appendices 
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Appendix A - Acronyms
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Acronyms

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

Acronym Definition

ACT Australian Capital Territory

AGM Annual General Meeting

AOC Australian Olympic Committee

APC Australian Paralympic Committee

BMX Bicycle Motocross 

BMXA BMX Australia

CA Cycling Australia

CEO Chief Executive Officer 

CGA Commonwealth Games Australia

CRM Customer Relationship Management

ELT Executive Leadership Team

EY Ernst & Young

FAQ Frequently Asked Questions 

MTB Mountain Bike 

MTBA Mountain Bike Australia

Acronym Definition

NSO National Sporting Organisation 

NSW New South Wales

NT Northern Territory

PSC Project Steering Committee

QLD Queensland

SA South Australia

SAGP Sport Australia Guiding Principle

SSO State Sporting Organisation

TAS Tasmania

TOR Terms of reference

UB Unitary Board

UCI International Cycling Union

USA United States of America

VIC Victoria

WA Western Australia
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Appendix B - Definitions
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Definitions

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

Term Definition

National Sporting Organisation (NSO)
Refers to the organisations Cycling Australia (CA), BMX Australia (BMXA) and MTB Australia 

(MTBA)

Discipline Refers to either Cycling (Road/Track), BMX or MTB

Sub-discipline Refers to the subsets within each discipline, e.g. road, track, freestyle, cyclo-cross 

Members Members who race 

Non-racing members Members who don’t race 

Recreational rider Refers to the cycling population who rides for enjoyment purposes 

General population Australia’s population who do not ride 
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Appendix C – Stakeholder consultation register
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Stakeholder consultation register (1/2)

Sport Stakeholder interviews and focus groups Job title Date

1 CA Steve Drake CEO 10/09/2018

2 CA CA Board Board members 20/08/2018

3 CA Peter Beaumont & Graham Seers Cycling NSW President & CEO 27/08/2018

4 CA Peter Rogers & Matthew Robertson Cycling ACT President & Executive Director 31/08/2018

5 CA Russell Hinwood & Sean Muir Cycling QLD President & CEO 03/09/2018

6 CA Ben Kaethner & Paul Mead 
Cycling NT President & Consultant to Cycling NT

03/09/2018

7 CA Lisa Byrne & Paul Jane 
Cycling VIC President & CEO

04/09/2018

8 CA Daniel o’Donoghue & Matt Fulton CycleSport WA President & CEO 29/08/2018

9 CA Michael Bails & Lachlan Ambrose
Cycling SA President & CEO

28/08/2018

10 CA Noel Pearce & Collin Burns 
Cycling TAS President & Executive Officer

19/09/2018

11 BMXA Martin Shaw CEO 27/08/2018

12 BMXA BMXA Board Board members 11/09/2018

13 BMXA Martin Ward & ‘Bluey’ Seaton BMX NSW President & Race Director 28/08/2018

14 BMXA Shaun Hooper BMX ACT Executive Director 30/08/2018

The table below indicates completed stakeholder interviews. 
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The table below indicates completed stakeholder interviews. 

Sport Stakeholder interviews and focus groups Job title Date

15 BMXA Juanita Paton & Julie Dries BMX QLD President & Director of Finance 06/09/2018

16 BMXA Kylee Carter & Jason BMX NT President & Executive Officer 05/09/2018

17 BMXA Cathy Rosa & Helen BMX SA President & State Secretary 27/08/2018

18 BMXA Matt & Louise Ellis BMX TAS President & CEO 05/09/2018

19 BMXA Cameron Murray & Craig BMX VIC President & Manager 03/09/2018

20 BMXA Warren Edwardes & Tania Wehr BMX WA President & CEO 29/08/2018

21 MTBA Shane Coppin CEO 03/09/2018

22 MTBA MTBA Board Board members 14/09/2018

23 MTBA Denise Cox, Lauren Monds & Matt Hey MTBA staff members 03/09/2018

24 MTBA Evan James MTBA Sport Manager 14/09/2018

25 UCI Piers Jones Sports Manager 11/09/2018

26 British Cycling Julie Harrington CEO 10/10/2018

27 Golf Australia Gerard Kennedy CFO 26/09/2018

28 Sailing Australia John Lee CEO 15/10/2018

Stakeholder consultation register (2/2)
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Appendix D – Document register
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Document register (1/6)
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Document request from CA: Documents received Status 

1. Annual report/plans & strategy documents • Annual reports; 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018

• Cycling QLD Annual Report 2017
• CycleSport Annual Report 2017
• Cycling Tasmania Annual Report 
• Cycling Victoria Annual Report 2016
• Cycling NSW annual report 2017
• WestCycle annual report 2017
• Cycling WA annual report 2017
• Cycling SA annual report 2017
• Cycling NT annual report 2017
• Cycling ACT annual report 2017

2. Governance framework – department, including 
TOR for key (tier 1) committees

• Governance framework

3. Governance roles (committees, chairs, members) • Ethics & Integrity Charter
• CA Board Charter

• CA Nomination & remuneration committee charter 
• CA audit & risk committee charter 

4. Organisational structure & workforce data • CA organisation chart 2018

5. Position and job descriptions 

6. Policies and process maps • Cycling home and rules policies

7. Performance data / reports 

8. Audit reports 

9. Profit & loss statements (annual reports)

10. Balance sheets (annual reports)

Key
Received Unavailable
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Document register (2/6)

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

Document request from CA: Documents received Status 
11. Review of culture report/ artefacts 

12. Member engagement surveys • Gemba report
• Repucom report 

13. Membership data (last 3 years) • Membership data

14. Risk management framework and supporting 
policies/ procedures; plus any examples of the 

application of the risk framework 

15. Stakeholder list/mapping – internal, member base, 
state affiliates, clubs, institutes, public, 
international, national, other 

16. Detail of funding, grants and administered 
programs 

• 2019 state grants program Cycling TAS

Key
Received Unavailable
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Document register (3/6)
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Document request from BMXA: Documents received Status 
1. Annual report/plans & strategy documents • Annual reports; 2015, 2016, 2017

• BMXA strategic plan 2015-2018
• BMX VIC annual report 2017
• BMX TAS annual report 2017
• BMX NSW annual report 2017
• BMX QLD annual report 2017
• BMX SA annual report 2017
• BMX NT annual report 2017
• BMX ACT annual report 2017

2. Governance framework – department, including 
TOR for key (tier 1) committees

3. Governance roles (committees, chairs, members) 

4. Organisational structure & workforce data • BMXA organisation chart

5. Position and job descriptions • Administration officer position description 
• BMX Australia CEO position and company brief

• Member services coordinator position description 
• National coaching manager position description 
• National events manager position description 
• Operations and participation coordinator job description 

6. Policies and process maps • BMXA constitution 2018

7. Performance data / reports 

8. Audit reports • BMX – management letter 2017
• Management letter 2016

9. Profit & loss statements • BMXA financial reports; 2016, 2017, 2018
• BMX events financial reports; 2016, 2017, 2018

10. Balance sheets (see financial reports)

Key
Received Unavailable
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Document register (4/6)
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Document request from BMXA: Documents received Status 
11. Review of culture report/ artefacts 

12. Member engagement surveys 

13. Membership data (last 3 years) • Membership numbers 

14. Risk management framework and supporting 
policies/ procedures; plus any examples of the 
application of the risk framework 

15. Stakeholder list/mapping – internal, member base, 
state affiliates, clubs, institutes, public, 
international, national, other 

16. Detail of funding, grants and administered 
programs 

• Detail of funding and grants for BMXA

Key
Received Unavailable
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Document register (5/6)
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Document request from MTBA: Documents received Status 
1. Annual report/plans & strategy documents • Annual reports; 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018

• 2019 budget
• 2016-2012 strategic plan
• Management financial report 2018
• FY19 operational plan

• Digital platform integration
• QLD MTB strategy 2018

2. Governance framework – department, including 
TOR for key (tier 1) committees

• Management advisory commissions 2017
• National Selection Committee Charter 2017

3. Governance roles (committees, chairs, members) • Nomination committee charter 2017
• MTBA Board Charter

• Delegated authorities table  

4. Organisational structure & workforce data • Organisational charts

- Participation & engagement functional area
- National events functional area
- Governance structure 

- Operational staff structure
- Sport & technical functional area

5. Position and job descriptions 

6. Policies and process maps • Individual travel & expenses reimbursement policy 2017
• MTBA constitution
• Directors Code of Conduct 2017
• CEO delegated authorities policy 2017
• Life membership policy 2017

7. Performance data / reports • MTBA snapshot 2017

8. Audit reports • Audit, risk & remuneration committee charter 2017

9. Profit & loss statements (see annual reports)

10. Balance sheets (see annual reports)

Key
Received Unavailable
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Document register (6/6)
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Document request from MTBA: Documents received Status 
11. Review of culture report/ artefacts 

12. Member engagement surveys • Mountain Bike User Survey Report
• Australian Mountain Bike Market Profile
• 2016 Mountain Bike Market Profile Survey Data
Participant post event surveys:
• 2018 MTBA XCO post event report
• 2017 Gravity Enduro National Championship: Fox Creek
• 2017 Gravity Enduro National Series: Woodford Island

• 2018 Cross-Country National Series (rounds 3&4) Nerang
• 2018 Cross-Country National Series (rounds 5&6) Pemberton
• 2017/2018 Cyclo-Cross National Series (rounds 3&4) Samford
• 2017/2018 Cyclo-Cross National Series (rounds 5&6) Essendon
• 2018 Schools National Championships – Nerang

• 2017 Solo 24HR National Championships Majura Pines

13. Membership data (last 3 years) • Membership and participation report 2018
• 2019 National Cup participation guide

• EY membership figures
• Membership numbers at the end of FY

14. Risk management framework and supporting 
policies/ procedures; plus any examples of the 

application of the risk framework 

• Board risk register 2018
• Policy & Charter adoption process 2017

15. Stakeholder list/mapping – internal, member base, 
state affiliates, clubs, institutes, public, 
international, national, other 

16. Detail of funding, grants and administered 
programs 

• Australian adaptive mountain biking guidelines

Key
Received Unavailable
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Appendix E – Diagnose approach explained 
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Identify opportunities 
to improve the 
effectiveness and 
efficiency of the 

current business model 

What current funding streams exist?

Undertake a 
comprehensive 
consumer and 
member research 
survey 

3

Leverage insights 
from existing 
documentation

1

A: Governance 

What opportunities exist to maximise funding streams?

How do roles align within the structure?

What capabilities are critical to realisation of cycling’s whole of sport goals?

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

Review areas 

How are CA, BMXA and MTBA structured and how does this help or hinder 
operations?

What drives the unique cultures within each discipline?

Conduct a “360 
degree” stakeholder 
consultation 

2

‘Diagnose’ approach explained
Our current state assessment reviewed eight evaluation areas of cycling’s whole-of-sport business model

B: Structure 

C: Services 

Examples of some key questions 

D: Members 

E: Funding 

F: Resources 

G: Processes & 
Systems 

H: Capability & Culture 

What current systems exist?

What are the talent management approaches and how can they be enhanced?

What alternative funding streams are available?

What are the current funding streams for each NSO?

Are there opportunities for asset sharing?

Are assets being used in the most efficient manner?

What levels of satisfaction are experienced by members?

What are the services provided by each NSO?

What voting mechanisms exist?

What member segments and memberships exist?

Review approach 
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Appendix F – Case studies 
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Case study: Australian Sailing 

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

“Changing the name was not just a branding exercise 
but makes a clear statement of intent that the 
organisational reforms well underway are about 
Sailing gearing itself to compete as a successful sport 
in Australia” 

Current structure/ governance:

► The change of the name from “Yachting Australia” to Australian Sailing 

► Yachting and Member State Associations changing to national governance and 

streamlined management structure

► Sailing represents the major sporting activity, changing the names provides a clearer 
definition of what they do encouraging new members

Initiative taken for one 
management/ change:

► Need to actively compete in  the market for sport participants 

► Changing the name is presenting our sport as dynamic and appealing to a younger 
generation

► Stronger national governance structure with single management team, allowing 
opportunities plans to significantly grow Sailing

► Sailing wants more kids, more women and girls and adults to be a part of Sailing

► Need to actively compete in the market for sport participants. 

► IT platform problematic, online services lost confidence in online entry system

► Recruitment/Participation aimed at National, High-performing and keelboat 

racing

► One National Brand – “Changing the name was not just a branding exercise but 
makes a clear statement of intent that the organisational reforms well underway 

are about Sailing gearing itself to compete as a successful sport in Australia”

► Diverse skills including Olympians, bankers, lawyers, teachers on Board

► “You can’t win until you’ve lost”.

Challenges faced:

Benefits realised: 

Other insights: 
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Case study: One Golf 

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

Current structure/ governance:

► Current hybrid model in place in 5 states

► Five states have signed service agreements for a one management model only in 
2018 (Tas March, NT June, SA/QLD Sept, Vic October) 

► WA/ NSW are currently not in the model

Initiative taken for one 
management/ change:

► Adopted a matrix structure for internal / external functions

► Adopted a non-linear/ sequential progression towards one management e.g. Golf 
agreed on a threshold to act

► “Sport is slow and conservative” 

► Cultural remoteness (WA remote to East coast of Australia)

► Takes each state a large amount of time to make a decision (2-3 years)

► Critical to build personal relationship with the Board prior to approval

Potential benefits to be realised:

► Operational and cost efficiencies from operational management

► Clear alignment of strategic objectives 

► Strong negotiation position responses 

► Better focus on game development

► Reduction of administrative burden. 

Challenges faced:

Benefits realised: 
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Case study: British Cycling

© 2018 EY Australia. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

Current structure/ governance:

► Matrix structure of regions and disciplines

► Reduced number of regions to 10 from 18 with chairs of each region

► Paid workforce in regions – field based, no office

Initiative taken for one 
management/ change:

► Catalyst was the Commonwealth Games Manchester, British Cycling Federation 
moved to Manchester Velodrome

► Investment in cycling came as a result of clear talent pathway and medal success in 
Manchester

► Combining BMX with Track and Road cycling problematic due to different culture

► The UK Government changed funding of sport to be a ‘national lottery’. Cycling 

needed to compete for funding

► The number of volunteers was higher than number of staff at times creating loss 
of respect from Head Quarters. Need volunteers however need to have right 
skills

► Rationalised to be more efficient with reduction in number of regions to 10 from 
18

► Central finance support to identify best for finance approvals

► Right mix of main board – diversity of skills critical for success

Challenges faced:

Benefits realised: 

► Trust is key and strong management of KPIs.
Other insights: 
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Case study: Ski & Snowboard Australia 
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Current structure/ governance:

► Ski and Snowboard Australia ( SSA) is the nationally and internationally recognised 
National Sporting Organisation (NSO) for competitive snow sports in Australia by 
virtue of its affiliations

► SSA manages athlete pathways, conducts events and programs in Alpine Skiing, Cross 
Country Skiing, Freestyle Skiing, Snowboarding, Para-alpine, Para-snowboard and 
specialty sub discipline activities within each

► SSA has the overarching responsibility for the entire national athlete pathway, from 
entry level through to elite, across all disciplines. To meet this responsibility, SSA 
engages with many different organisations including ski resorts, Federal & State 
Governments, State Sporting Organisations, Clubs, sporting institutes and industry 
peak bodies

Initiative taken for one 
management/ change:

► The challenge for Ski and Snowboard Australia and the Olympic Winter Institute 
of Australia is how to continue this program once funding ceases for the ‘Spin to 

Win’ talent transfer projects

► Improved gender balance on board and members of Audit and Risk committee

► Combined resources and support funding across SSA, which manages a number 

of key snow sports across all levels

► Increase in participation rates and talent pathway which has shown exceeding 
expectations at the Winter Olympic Games and World Cup 

Challenges faced:

Benefits realised: 

► SSA would benefit from undertaking an externally facilitated board evaluation in 
2017

► “To support snowsport athletes and develop champions”.

Other insights: 

► The ‘Spin to Win’ talent transfer project has unearthed arguably the best and most 
consistent range of entry level talent of any freestyle talent identification project 

► This  set up an outstanding 2016–17 season in which Australian athletes won five 
World Championship medals and a record 34 World Cup medals in Olympic disciplines 

► Ski and Snowboard Australia (SSA) has addressed a number of principles pertaining to 
the board composition and operation, including improving the gender balance of the 
board and the members of the Audit and Risk Committee
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Appendix G – Financial Analysis
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Unitary Model
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The ‘Unitary Model’ could deliver $867k saving in annual wages for re-investment into the growth and development of all cycling sports.

Key assumptions

In a corporate transaction with similar businesses, synergies of around 25% - 30% of the 
cost base are often seen as a general rule of thumb. The time to fully realise synergies 
differs depending on the complexity and is usually expected to be realised within a 2 – 3 
year time period.

Synergies are often highest in the support functions and overheads – the savings 
frequently reach 50% - 60% of the costs in some areas (e.g. the executive teams, back 
office support areas). 

We tend to see a typical magnitude of 45% – 60% of cost savings associated with the 
executive team and corporate governance. The rationale behind this includes factors 
such as:

► Moving to a single Board and executive team

► Consolidation of planning and development functions

► Reduction in compliance costs, audit fees and insurance charges as the entities 
move to a single provider

We tend to see a typical magnitude of 20% - 25% of cost savings associated with the 
administration and marketing function. The rationale behind this includes factors such as:

► Consolidation of the finance function.

► Reduction in on-going supplier management costs. 

► Streamline of the go to market model

Minor costs savings of 10% - 15% are usually associated with the operations team – being 
the racing and events function. The rationale behind this includes factors such as:

► More specialised knowledge required for specific sports and states, with a high 
degree of staff required to retain network and expertise

► Leveraging best practices from other sports and states to streamline operations

► Supply chain optimisation. 

The model above provides a high level analysis of the potential cost saving value based 
on the FY17 financials.

We note that a complete synergy assessment is beyond the scope of work and the value 
provided is for indicative purposes only. 
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Operations 
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One Management (Three Pillar) Model 
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The ‘One Management Model’ could deliver $970k saving in annual wages for re-investment into the growth and development of all cycling sports.

Key assumptions

In a corporate transaction with similar businesses, synergies of around 25% - 30% of the 
cost base are often seen as a general rule of thumb. The time to fully realise synergies 
differs depending on the complexity and is usually expected to be realised within a 2 – 3 
year time period.

Synergies are often highest in the support functions and overheads – the savings 
frequently reach 50% - 60% of the costs in some areas (e.g. the executive teams, back 
office support areas). 

We tend to see a typical magnitude of 45% – 60% of cost savings associated with the 
executive team and corporate governance. The rationale behind this includes factors 
such as:

► Moving to a single Board and executive team

► Consolidation of planning and development functions

► Reduction in compliance costs, audit fees and insurance charges as the entities 
move to a single provider

We tend to see a typical magnitude of 20% - 25% of cost savings associated with the 
administration and marketing function. The rationale behind this includes factors such as:

► Consolidation of the finance function

► Reduction in on-going supplier management costs

► Streamline of the go to market model

Minor costs savings of 10% - 15% are usually associated with the operations team – being 
the racing and events function. The rationale behind this includes factors such as:

► More specialised knowledge required for specific sports and states, with a high 
degree of staff required to retain network and expertise

► Leveraging best practices from other sports and states to streamline operations

► Supply chain optimisation. 

The model above provides a high level analysis of the potential cost saving value based 
on the FY17 financials.

We note that a complete synergy assessment is beyond the scope of work and the value 
provided is for indicative purposes only. 

Executive & Corporate Governance 
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Operations 

Total cost saving:
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NewCo Model
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The ‘NewCo Model’ could deliver $1.94m saving in annual expenses for re-investment into the growth and development of all cycling sports.

Key assumptions

After the considerable value gained through the FTE reduction synergies (as evident through the One Management model), there are other non-FTE cost synergies likely to be 
realised in NewCo’s value chain. 

As a general rule of thumb, 25% - 30% of cost savings can be extracted from overheads gained through:

► Improved purchasing and negotiation power to suppliers and renegotiations of all terms leveraging scale

► Consolidation of IT architecture and networks

► Migration of data centres and hosting costs

► Reduction of licensed systems

► Elimination of duplicate functions and providers. 

The model above provides a high level analysis of the potential cost saving value based on the FY17 financials.  We note that a complete synergy assessment is beyond the scope of 
work and the value provided is for indicative purposes only. 
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Wages cost saving:
$968,729

Overheads cost saving:
$968,520.29

Total cost saving:
$1, 937,249
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Appendix H – Legal considerations
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Legal considerations for a Unitary Structure
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Option 1: For BMXA and CA to move to a Unitary Structure, each of the following legal requirements must be met:

Key: Recommended Considered

(a) at a general meeting of each of BMXA and CA, at least 75% of the member states vote in favour of moving to a unitary structure - the resolutions 
passed by the members states would (at a minimum) amend the NSO's Constitution to:

(i) change the membership categories (as member states would no longer be members); and

(ii) change the voting rights of member(s);

(b) for the member states to support these resolutions, at a general meeting of each member state, its members would need to vote in favour of that 
member state:

(i) cancelling the member states' incorporation (or voluntarily winding it up); and

(ii) either transferring its assets and liabilities (under a cancellation) or distributing its surplus assets (under a winding up) to the NSO (rather 
than some other third party); and

(c) each member state would subsequently transfer its assets and liabilities (cancellation), or distribute its surplus assets (winding up) to the NSO; and

(d) each member state would subsequently cancel its incorporation or wind up.
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Risk Outcome

Member states refuse to support and/or vote in favour of proposed move to 
Unitary Structure until they conduct a vote of their own voting members

 Extends period necessary to undertake process

NSO beholden to member state timelines for conducting a vote of their 

respective voting members

 The voting members of the member states do not support the member state 
ceasing to exist

 Process may stall entirely

NSO may need to change proposed outcome to being similar to the Australian 

Sailing / Golf Australia model (ie either member states remain or a shared 
services model) rather than full Unitary Structure

 Required majority of member states do not vote in favour of NSO moving to 
Unitary Structure

Move to Unitary Structure cannot proceed without approval of the member 
states

Alternative options would need to be canvassed, including possibility of 
proceeding without the states (ie establishing entirely separate entity)

 Inability for NSO to access / utilise assets of member states

One or two member states voting against move to Unitary Structure (ie 
resolution passes but not unanimously)

NSO required to 'compete' with those remaining member states in the 
relevant jurisdictions - if those member states 'opt out' of the national 
framework

How services would be delivered in those states and whether the NSO would 
have a presence there

 Potentially messy issues regarding 'sanctioned' and 'non-sanctioned' events

 Duplication of expenditure and resources

Member states require complete overhaul of NSO Constitution prior to voting 
on move to Unitary Structure, as opposed to the minimum changes necessary

 Potentially significantly extends period required to move to Unitary Structure

 Disagreement between member states on immaterial changes possibly 

derailing support for move to Unitary Structure

 Difficulty in achieving requisite majority support for changes in their entirety

Legal considerations for a Unitary Structure
The following table sets out the legal risks associated with each of BMXA and CA moving to a Unitary Structure
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# Summary of step Minimum time Cumulative time 

Process commences

1
Member state distributes notice of general meeting including necessary 

resolutions
21 days prior to general meeting Start

2
At least 75% of voting members of member state approve cancellation / 

winding up of entity
At general meeting 21 days

Member states in a position to approve move to Unitary Structure

3 NSO distributes notice of general meeting including necessary resolutions* 21 days prior to general meeting 22 days

4 At least 75% of the member states approve moving to a unitary structure At general meeting 43 days

Member states approve move to Unitary Structure

5
Each member state: (i) transfers assets and liabilities to NSO; or (ii) 
commences winding up process and subsequently distributes surplus assets 
to NSO 

ASAP after step 4 - minimum 1 day** 44 days

Unitary Structure practically achieved

6
Each member state lodges cancellation application / completes winding up 

process

As soon as all assets have been 
transferred / distributed - minimum 1 
day**

45 days

Unitary Structure fully achieved

7 Each member state is cancelled or wound up
Between 14 days and 4 months after 

lodgement of application***
165 days

Legal considerations for a Unitary Structure
The following table sets out the minimum timeframe in which the legal steps necessary for BMXA and CA to move to a Unitary Structure are achievable
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Legal considerations for a Unitary Structure
Notes relating to the minimum timeframe in which the legal steps necessary steps necessary for BMXA and CA to move to a Unitary Structure are achievable

Notes:

* The NSO notice of general meeting must contain the applicable changes to the NSO Constitution.  The proposed changes can be negotiated prior to and/or 
concurrently with steps 1 and 2, however please consider the final item in the legal risks table.

** The period required to transfer or distribute surplus assets of the member states to the NSO will depend on: (i) whether it is a transfer prior to voluntary cancellation, 
or distribution as part of a voluntary winding up; and (ii) the types of assets held by the member state, and whether any real property must be transferred.  The period 

will almost certainly extend where real property must be transferred. The voluntary winding up of an incorporated association (as distinct from cancelling its 
incorporation) is subject to any requirements under the Corporations Act (as applied by the relevant Associations Incorporation Act) for winding up, including the 
appointment of an administrator.

*** The cancellation process and related time period is state/territory specific, with different procedures applied in each jurisdiction (under the relevant Associations 
Incorporation Act).  The shortest period is 2-3 weeks, while the longest period (Northern Territory) requires a minimum of 4 months from date of lodgement.
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Legal considerations for a One Management (Three Pillar) Model 

Option 2: BMXA, CA and MTBA to adopt a One Management Model, each of the following legal requirements must be met:

Key: Recommended Considered

(a) the steps referred to under Option 1 occur for each of BMXA and CA;

(b) the NSOs collectively agree and the board of each adopt terms of reference (TOR) for the unitary board (UB) and executive leadership team (ELT), 
which include:

(i) who will sit on each of the UB and ELT, and how they are selected;

(ii) the powers, duties, functions and authority of the UB and ELT respectively; and 

(iii) procedural matters relating to each, such as meetings, quorum, minutes, reporting etc;

(c) the NSOs collectively draft, agree and execute a shared services agreement that sets out how the shared services will practically operate; and

(d) to the extent necessary, new high performance funding agreements are renegotiated with Sport Australia, the Australian Olympic Committee, the 

UCI (if applicable) and any state/territory agencies.

(e) there is no minimum or legally required period in which the steps outlined in (b) – (d) above must be completed. Rather, the period will be 
determined by how long it takes each of the NSOs to agree to the proposed wording in the relevant document. 
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Risk Outcome

 Very difficult to clearly define role and function of UB and ELT - and distinguish 
it from the role of each NSO (and their boards)

May lead to non-compliance with TOR by UB and/or ELT and disharmony 
between the NSOs and/or NSO directors

 Inability for UB and ELT members to properly undertake their functions

Unclear delineation of role, responsibility and function of UB and ELT versus 
directors of NSOs 

 Duplication of roles / responsibility

 Time and resource slippage or duplication

 Conflict and disharmony between individual NSOs and the UB and/or ELT

UB and ELT members assuming legal responsibility for each separate NSO  Likelihood that each UB director may be deemed a shadow director of each NSO 
and each ELT member a shadow officer

UB / ELT may not have sufficient power / authority to properly discharge their 
duties 

 Existing liability imposed on NSO directors who may no longer adequately 
control the NSO

NSO directors may lose sufficient control / authority over NSO to discharge 
their legal fiduciary duties, leading to legal exposure 

 Difficulties associated with high performance sitting outside each of the NSOs  If high performance function sits outside each NSO, practical difficulties may 
arise in relation to contracting / procurement / funding grants etc

Will need a legal entity to undertake most or all these functions and 'sit behind' 
the high performance program - this potentially defeats the 'independent HP' 
concept

One or more NSOs exit the agreed structure  Difficulties in extracting that NSO from shared services agreement

 Disputes relating to previously shared services and revenue and cost allocation

Legal considerations for a One Management (Three Pillar) Model 
The following table sets out the legal risks associated with a one management (three pillar) model 
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Legal considerations for establishing a NewCo

Option 3: For all NSOs to transition to a NewCo, each of the following legal requirements must be met:

(a) the steps referred to under Option 1 occur for each of BMXA and CA;

(b) a Constitution for NewCo is prepared to the satisfaction of each NSO;

(c) at least 75% of the member states of each of BMXA and CA, and at least 75% of the voting members of MTBA, resolve to approve the Constitution 

of NewCo, including approving the initial directors and members, and either:

(i) ceasing operations and transferring all assets and liabilities of the NSO to NewCo and subsequently deregistering the NSO entity*; or

(ii) voluntarily winding up the NSO and distributing the surplus assets to NewCo;

(d) NewCo is registered as a company limited by guarantee;

(e) each NSO either:

(i) prepares and executes a transfer of business agreement with NewCo, under which all the assets and liabilities of that NSO transfer to NewCo 
(Transfer Agreement), each Transfer Agreement subsequently completes, and consequently all assets and liabilities of each NSO transfer to 
NewCo; or

(ii) distributes its surplus assets to NewCo through the voluntary winding up process; 

(f) each NSO lodges a voluntary deregistration application with ASIC; and

(g) each NSO is subsequently deregistered as an entity.

Notes:

* Voluntary deregistration of a company requires unanimous member approval. For this reason, a two-step process for MTBA would be required if this option was preferred by members. Stage 1 would involve the 
voting members approving the proposed transfer to NewCo. and ceasing operations. Stage 2 would involve the voting members’ membership expiring, with only the directors (or certain members) remaining as 
members, who would subsequently unanimously approve the voluntary deregistration. 
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Risk Outcome

NSOs fail to agree on fundamental governance matters for NewCo (whether 
ongoing or transitional in nature)

NSOs may refuse to seek member approval of the proposed unification unless or 
until a satisfactory outcome is reached on applicable governance matters

May stall or substantially extend period necessary for NSOs to agree

 Failure to agree may entirely derail process with the consequence one or more 

NSOs withdraw

NSOs fail to agree on fundamental financial matters (whether ongoing or 
transitional in nature)

As above

 Two NSOs vote in favour of folding into NewCo while one votes against ceasing 
to operate

Only some benefits of proposed business model reduced (or some eliminated) 
where only two NSOs approve the unification process  

Legal considerations for establishing a NewCo
The following table sets out the legal risks associated with establishing a NewCo
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# Summary of step Minimum time Cumulative time 
Process commences

1 Undertake process required for Option 1* 45 days* 45 days*
Each NSO is a unitary structure

2
Each NSO distributes notice of general meeting including necessary 

resolutions
21 days prior to general meeting 46 days

3

At least 75% of voting members of each NSO approve cancellation / winding 
up of entity and transfer of assets to NewCo, and initial Newco Constitution / 
directors / members

At general meeting 67 days

NSOs agree to NewCo

4 Application to register NewCo Immediately following general meeting 68 days

5 ASIC registers NewCo 1 - 2 days** 70 days
NewCo established

6

Either:

- each NSO and NewCo execute a transfer of business agreement; or

- NSO's commence voluntary winding up

Immediately following registration of NewCo 71 days

7

Either:

- completion of each transfer agreement (and transfer of assets/liabilities); or

- completion of winding up process for NSOs

ASAP - dependent on transfer requirements of 
particular assets held by each NSO - 1 - 30 
days***

101 days

NewCo fully operational

8

Either:

- NSO lodges voluntary deregistration application; or

- NSO completes voluntary winding up process

As soon as all assets have been transferred / 
distributed - minimum 1 day

102 days

9
Each NSO is deregistered At least 2 months after lodgement of 

application****
162 days

Process fully finalised

Legal considerations for establishing a NewCo
The following table sets out the minimum timeframe in which the legal steps necessary for the establishment of NewCo. to be achievable
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Legal considerations for establishing a NewCo
Notes relating to the minimum timeframe in which the legal steps necessary for the establishment of NewCo to be achievable

Notes:

* Commencing the steps to move from Option 1 to Option 3 does not require completion of all steps necessary to finalise the Unitary Structure of BMXA and CA (refer 
to Option 3A).  The Option 4 process can commence immediately following full asset transfer from the member states to the relevant NSOs and does not need to wait 

until each member state has been formally deregistered.

** There is no minimum or prescribed period under the Corporations Act for registration of a company. In our experience and assuming all required information is 
provided in the application, registration will occur on the same or next business day, unless a manual search must be undertaken by ASIC due to the proposed 
company name, which may extend registration to 1 - 2 business days.

*** The period required to transfer or distribute surplus assets of each NSO to NewCo will depend on: (i) whether it is a transfer prior to voluntary deregistration, or 
distribution as part of a voluntary winding up; and (ii) the types of assets held by the NSO, and whether any real property must be transferred.  The period will almost 

certainly extend where real property must be transferred. The voluntary winding up of a company (as distinct from deregistration) is subject to the requirements 
under the Corporations Act for winding up, including the appointment of an administrator.

**** The deregistration period will depend on whether the NSO has lodged an application to voluntarily deregister or has voluntary wound up.  The period for voluntarily 
deregistering a company (minimum two months) is generally longer than the process to voluntarily wind up a company with relatively simple assets such as the NSOs, 

except where real property is held or there are a significant number of outstanding creditors.  In that scenario, a winding up is likely to take longer.
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Legal considerations for moving straight to a NewCo without the stepping 
stone of unitary CA and BMXA

Option 3A: For CA, BMXA and MTBA to move straight to NewCo structure, it is recommended the following requirements are met:

(a) a separate legal entity is established, as opposed to the creation of an unincorporated UB (Option 3 NewCo) where NewCo gradually absorbs the 
parts of each NSO over time. 

(b) the NSOs must discuss in detail (and ultimately agree) how the rights and responsibilities would be apportioned to each NSO and to Option 3 NewCo. 
and how this would work in ‘practise’; and 

(c) undertake an analysis (in consultation with the CEO of Shooting Australia) of: 

i. how the rights and responsibilities are apportioned between Shooting Australia and the other national shooting bodies; 

ii. the benefits and challenges experienced by these organisations working under this structure; and 

iii. their experience or perception of the ease or difficulty of transferring further rights and responsibilities over time. 

Key: Recommended Considered
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Legal considerations for moving straight to a NewCo without the stepping 
stone of unitary CA & BMXA
The following table sets out the legal risks associated with implementing Option 3A 

Risks 

Material legal issues that would cause difficulties implementing Option 3A are as follows:

(a) determining (by agreement between the NSOs) which rights and responsibilities would be immediately ‘owned’ by Option 3 NewCo and which rights 
and responsibilities would remain with the NSO, and how these relationships would interact;

(b) agreeing (initially and over time , particularly where the personnel involved may change) how parts of CA, BMXA and MTBA would be ‘absorbed’ or 
transferred by the NSO to Option 3 NewCo;

(c) where both Option 3 NewCo and each NSO were respectively responsible for different parts of each sport at the same time, it would be difficult for 
Sport Australia, state/territory government departments and other external bodies to determine who was the correct entity responsible for 
administering the sport; 

(d) the majority of each NSO’s existing agreements would relate to aspects and elements of the sport across multiple jurisdictions, meaning it would be 
difficult to continue with such agreements where responsibility for different ‘parts’ of the sport were transferred to Option 3 NewCo;

(e) the majority of procurement and related agreements entered into by the NSOs will operate across all business functions within the NSO and sport, 
meaning it may also be difficult from an operational perspective to attempt to transfer particular business units/ divisions/ ‘parts’ of the sport to 
Option 3 NewCo;

(f) it is likely Option 3 NewCo would want to enter commercial relationships relating to the entirety of cycling, to extract maximum leverage and value 
from the applicable partnerships. This would be difficult where only certain aspects of the various sports had been transferred to Option 3 NewCo, 
resulting in a ‘holding’ period for both Option 3 NewCo and the NSOs, which would make future planning near-impossible; and

(g) the presence of two entities theoretically controlling aspects of the sport is likely to cause significant confusion in the market, including the primary 
stakeholders of the respective sports (ie the member clubs and individuals), which could lead to disengagement and an attempt to revert to control 
by the NSO

(h) it would take an extended period of time before Option 3 NewCo was in a position to leverage the benefits of the new governance structure, with 
risk that there is not a single aligned view of all stakeholders during  the interim period before it occurs. 
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